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Preface

As the lnternet becomes a social infrastructure of information exchange and global communication, many

network devices are connected to the Internet and many users communicate via the Internet. Nowadays,

the Internet faces several problems. One of problems is complex traffic behavior of the Internet. The

development of new networking applications contributes to an increase in complexity of Internet traffic

behavior. For instance, conflicts between selfish behavior in overlay networks and traffic engineering in

underlay networks lead to performance degradation. Furthermore, with the advancement of cloud com-

puting, data migration between data centers causes unexpected traffic fluctuation and unexpected traffic

increase. Such the Internet traffic behavior could lead to excessive expansion or resource shorLage. Thus,

understanding the Internet traffc behavior is important for designing cost effective networks.

In this thesis, we investigate design of cost effective networks under the traffic dynamics. For this

purpose, understanding of traffic dynamics and models of capacity allocation are both essential.

We begin this thesis with discussion about traffic dynamics in ISP router-level topologies (hereinafter

we call ISP topologies). We try to uncover the relationships between traffic behavior and topological

structures of ISP topologies. Understanding traffic dynamics and its causal structure is expected to be

applied to the resource allocation and network design. For example, understanding traffic dynamics in

ISP topologies is useful to absorb Internet traffic behavior, such as allocating bandwidth to links having

the potential of large fluctuation. For the other example, detecting how topological structures affect traffic

dynamics is contributory to develop a design method for cost effective networks that suppress traffic fluc-

tuation. We first analyze traffic dynamics in large-scale topologies, such as ISP topologies, where TCP

sessions interact with each other over all links. Then, we investigate how the topological structure affects

the network performance in detail. Our results show that flow control functionality of TCP causes high
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traffic fluctuation. However, the high-modularity structure of ISP topologies reduces the number of links

where traffic fluctuation occurs.

Our next concern is how the link bandwidth of ISP topologies was designed under the traffic dynamics

induced by flow control functionality. Because link bandwidth is a characteristic particular to commu-

nication networks and is essential to the network performance, modeling link bandwidth distribution of

ISP networks is crucial to establish new network control methods. First of all, we confirm the link band-

width distribution of an actual ISP network in Japan follows a power law, and topologies with powerJaw

link bandwidth distribution can accommodate traffic efficiently. To clarify the reason why the link band-

width distribution shows a power-law characteristic, we focus on design principles in ISPs. That is,ISPs

enhance the bandwidth of a bottleneck link, either periodically or occasionally, through the traffic mon-

itoring. However, the bottleneck link is dynamically changing due to the dynamic interaction between

TCP and structure of ISP topologies. We therefore investigate the evolution process of link bandwidth

and its distribution to accommodate TCP traffic in ISP topologies. We conduct a simulation for periodic

bandwidth enhancement with consideration of traffic dynamics induced by TCP and show that the periodic

bandwidth enhancement reproduces the similar characteristics of bandwidth distribution of the actual ISP

network in Japan. These findings are in turn applied to develop our modeling method of link bandwidth of

ISP networks. We propose a bandwidth allocation model by considering the both the topological structures

of ISP topologies and TCP traffic dynamics, and show that our model generates a bandwidth distribution

with the similar properties to that obtained by the periodic bandwidth enhancement. We believe that our

model provides simulation environments for new control methods of the Internet.

Finally, we discuss about how interconnection topologies between constitutive subnetworks affect net-

work performance. Interconnection topology between ISPs is important to design cost effective networks

since ISPs should consider how to accommodate external traffic from neighboring ISPs. We therefore

investigate the relationship between network performance and structure of interconnection topology. Our

results show that the multiscale structure, where subnetworks are connected by links of various distance

and link density changes depending on the hierarchy level, suppresses the total amount of bandwidth to

accommodate traffic demand in interconnected networks. These results show possibility of a solution of

the Internet design. Our findings feed new insight design of the Internet topology composed by intercon-

necting ISP topologies.
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Chapter L

Introduction

1.1 Background and Overview

As the Internet becomes a social infrastructure of information exchange and global communication, many

network devices are connected to the Internet and many users communicate via the Internet. Nowadays,

the Internet faces several problems. One of problems is the growth of traffic volume. According to Cisco

VNI forecast [1], the total volume of global IP traffic is expected to grow from a volume of 3l Exabytes

per month in2Ol1 to a volume of 110 Exabytes per month in2O16. The traffic volume of the Internet

is always increasing. The authors of Ref. [2] compared evolution of high-end IP router's capacity, trafrc

load, and energy efficiency in silicon (e.g. CMOS) technologies (shown in Fig. l.l). The increasing

trend in the volume of traffic follows Moore's law by doubling every 18 months [3]. Similarly, capacity

of high-end IP routers keeps increasing with an increase factor of 2.5 every 18 months [4]. The figure

shows that increasing ratio of router capacity exceeds the growth rate of traffic volume. On one hand,

there is a possibility that the router capacity will still continue to increase. On the other hand, upgrades or

replacements of routers are driven by the increase of traffic volume. Therefore, reducing traffic congestion

is important to suppress the use of high performance routers. Similarly, energy consumption of high

performance routers becomes more serious high performance routers usually consume lots of energy..

Designing networks in order to minimize the potential for excessive congestion on routers or links reduces

the use of high performance routers.
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I .l Backs.round and Overview

10000

1000

1998         2002

Year

Figure l.l: Evolution of capacity of routers, traffic load, and CMOS energy efficiency: This figure is

referred from Ref. [2]

For designing cost effective netlvorks, understanding Internet traffic dynamics is essential. Under-

standing traffic dynamics and its causal structure is expected to be applied to the resource allocation and

netrvork design. For example, understanding traffic dynamics is useful to absorb Internet traffic behavior,

such as allocating bandlvidth to links having the potential of large fluctuation. For the other example,

detecting how topological structure affects traffic dynamics is contributory to develop a design method for

cost effective netlvorks that suppress traffic fluctuation. Horvever, the Internet traffic behavior is hard to

capture precisely because of its complexity. The development of nelv networking applications contributes

to an increase in complexity of Internet traffic behavior. For instance, conflicts between selfish behavior

in overlay netlvorks and traffic engineering in underlay netlvorks lead to performance degradation [5].

Furthermore, lvith the advancement of cloud computing [6], data migration betlveen data centers causes

unexpected traffic fluctuation and unexpected traffic increase [7]. In addition, the increasing number of

Internet connected devices induced by the fast popularization of smartphones and laptops [8] and the

development of Internet of things [9] causes increase in complexity.

We therefore focus on the relations between complex behavior and topological structure, rather than

precisely capturing the Internet traffic behavior. For this purpose, we use the knolvledge of complex
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Chapter I . Introduction

networks science. Complex networks are ubiquitous real world including the Internet and, for example,

transportation networks, social networks, food web. Many of the findings in complex networks have been

accomplished over broad areas such as physics [0-13], biology [14], social science [5,l6]. One of the

features of complex networks is a power-law degree distribution. In the power-law topologies, existence

probability P(k) that nodes having k links is proportional to k-v (y is constant). Actually, measurement

studies revealed that the degree distribution of the Internet topology follows a power law [7,18]. Recently,

many researchers discussed about generation methods of power-law topologies ll9-231and topological

properties of complex systems |4,24-28). For example, traffic dynamics in complex networks has been

discussed in Refs. 124-26,29-311. These studies will be helpful to understanding the traffic dynamics

in ISP topologies. Findings from these studies are helpful to designing cost effective networks. How-

ever, the network performance of power-law topologies is affected not only by their degree distribution

but also by their topological structure. Li et. al. [21] introduced topologies having different structure

regardless of the same degree distribution. They pointed out that the difference in structure leads to the

difference in network performance, such as total traffic which network can accommodate. Previously, we

have compared the structural differences of the AI&T topology measured using the Rocketfuel tool [32]

and the topology generated by the Barabdsi- Albert (BA) model (introduced in Ref. [19]) [33,34]. We

separate the two topologies into modules, the set of densely-connected nodes, by using the method in

Ref. [5]. We then examine class of node functions determined by Ref. [14]. The comparison between

the two topologies revealed the AI&T topology has highly-modularity structure, that is, some modules

are connecting with each other by a few inter-module links. We confirm the high-modularity structure is

a common characteristic of ISP topologies. We therefore focus on the high-modularity structure of ISP

topologies.

Then, we begin this thesis with discussion about traffic dynamics in ISP topologies. We try to un-

cover the relationships between traffic behavior and the topological structure of ISP topologies. Toward

understanding Internet traffic behavior, we first analyze traffic dynamics in large-scale topologies, such as

ISP topologies. In previous studies, the relationships between the statistical properties of Internet traffic

and end-to-end flow control have been discussed. In Refs. [35,36], it is revealed that Internet traffic ex-

hibits long-range dependence (LRD), where traffic fluctuation appears to be independent of measurement

time scale. Various studies have investisated the reasons for LRD. One of the reasons is flow control in

-3-



I.I Background and Overview

the transport layer, such as TCP [37-39]. However, these studies deal with small, simple topologies. In

large-scale topologies, TCP sessions interact with each other over all links. Then, we investigate how

the high-modularity structure affects the network performance in detail. Our results show that flow con-

trol functionality of TCP causes high traffic fluctuation. However, the high-modularity structure of ISP

topologies reduces the number of links where traffic fluctuation occurs.

Our next concern is how the link bandwidth of ISP topologies was designed under the traffic dynamics

induced by flow control functionality. Because link bandwidth is a characteristic particular to communi-

cation networks and is essential to the network performance, modeling link bandwidth distribution of ISP

networks is crucial to establish new network control methods. First of all, we confirm the link bandwidth

distribution of an actual ISP network in Japan follows a power law and topologies with power-law link

bandwidth distribution can accommodate traffic efficiently. To clarify the reason why the link bandwidth

distribution shows a power-law characteristic, we focus on design principles in ISPs. ISP networks are

designed to accommodate dynamic traffic. ISPs monitor the traffic, and forecast the peak demand in the

near future. On the basis of this prediction, they then enhance the bandwidth of a bottleneck link, either

periodically or occasionally t4Ol. The cunent bandwidth distributions of ISP topologies thus result from

the accumulation of link bandwidth enhancements. We consider that there would be a close relationship

between link bandwidth and structure of ISP topologies. We therefore investigate the evolution process

of bandwidth distributions to accommodate TCP traffic in ISP topologies. We conduct a simulation for

periodic bandwidth enhancement with consideration of traffic dynamics induced by TCP and show that

the periodic bandwidth enhancement reproduces the similar characteristics of bandwidth distribution of

the actual ISP network in Japan. Comparing the results of ISP topologies and model-based topologies,

we conclude interaction between the topological structure of ISP topologies and TCP traffic contributes a

power-law bandwidth distribution. These findings are in turn applied to develop our modeling method of

link bandwidth of ISP networks. We propose a bandwidth allocation model by considering the both the

topological structure of ISP topologies and TCP traffic dynamics, and show that our model generates a

bandwidth distribution with the similar properties to that obtained by periodic enhancement. We believe

that our model provides simulation environments for new control methods of the Internet.

Finally, we discuss about how interconnection topologies between constitutive subnetworks affect net-

work performance. In this thesis, we call a network constructed by subnetworks "interconnected networK'

-4-



Chapter I . Introduction

and call a topology composed by links between subnetworks "interconnection topology." Until the previ-

ous paragraph, we have focused on the relations between traffic dynamics and bandwidth distribution in a

single ISP topology. However, the Internet is composed by a large number of ISP topologies. Recently,

huge content provider called "Hyper Giants" such as Google contribute a large amount of Internet inter-

domain traffic. According to one estimate, the total Internet inter-domain traffic reaches around l2OTbps

in the mid of 2012 [41]. To achieve cost effective networks, ISPs should consider how to accommodate

external traffic from neighboring ISPs. In the past, ISPs have constructed peering and transit connec-

tions with other ISPs at their own policies in order to increase their profit. However, communication

efficiency obtained by the discretion of each ISP does not lead to globally optimized efficiency. Therefore,

interconnection topology between ISPs is important to design cost effective networks. We investigate the

performance of interconnection topology with graph-theoretical approach. It is expected that topological

structure of interconnection topology between subnetworks affect the performance of interconnected net-

works. We construct interconnection topologies having five classes of structure determined by Ref. [16].

We then evaluate network performance of interconnected topologies composed by subnetworks having

each class of structure. Our results show that the multiscale structure. where subnetworks are connected

by links of various distances in terms of relative position in subnetworks, and link density changes de-

pending on the hierarchy level, suppresses the total amount of bandwidth to accommodate traffic demand

regardless of the difference in structure of subnetworks and the difference in degree distributions of sub-

networks. These results show the possibility of a solution of the Internet design. Our findings feed new

insight design of the Internet topology composed by interconnecting ISP topologies.

12 Outline of Thesis

Analyzing Dynamics of Feedback-induced Packet Delay in ISP Router-level Topologies[4L

s0l

In Chapter 2, we investigate packet delay dynamics and traffic fluctuation in ISP topologies where the

degree distribution exhibits a power-law nature, and the nodes interact via end-to-end feedback control

functionality. Measurement studies have revealed that the degree distribution of the Internet topology

-5-



1.2 Outline of Thesis

follows a power law 117,181. That is, the existence probability P(ft) of node with ft out-going links

approximates to ft-7 (Z is constant). The structure of powerJaw topologies also affect the performance

of networking mechanisms, such as routing mechanisms [33]. These studies indicate that the power-law

degree distribution alone does not determine network-level performance. Thus, the topological structure

of ISP topologies has the large potential to affect the network performance. We first show the packet delay

dynamics of the BA topologies generated by the Barab6si- Albert (BA) model and the ISP topologies.

Simulation results show that the end-to-end delay distributions exhibit a heavy tail in the TCP model.

Moreover, the number of links with highly fluctuating queue length increases dramatically compared to

that in the stop-and-wait model. However, the high-modularity structure of the ISP topologies reduces the

number of highly fluctuating links compared with the BA topologies.

Performance Evaluation of Link Bandwidth Distributions in ISP Router-level Topologies

tsll

One of our main motivations in Chapter 3 and 4 is to investigate the modeling methodology for realistic ISP

networks. In Chapter 3, we investigate impacts of link bandwidth distributions in the ISP topologies. The

performance of network control methods strongly depends on Internet topology and bandwidth of links,

a proper network model is necessary to show effectiveness of those methods. However, many researches

about modeling methods of topology have been discussed only focused on the powerJaw characteristic of

the degree distribution. In these researches, there was an assumption that link bandwidth can be ignored,

or they are identical. Therefore, it is important to reveal characteristics of a communication network and

origin of them. We first reveal that the link bandwidth distribution of an actual ISP network in Japan

obeys a power-law with exponent -1.1. To clarify the reason for the link bandwidth distribution, we

evaluate throughput of networks having various kinds of link bandwidth distributions. We generate three

distributions of link bandrvidth; powerJaw, exponential and identical. Then we assign the link bandwidth

to ISP topologies, and compare the network performance. Results show that topologies with power-law

link bandwidth distribution can accommodate more traffic than that with other two distributions. We also

reveal that it is insufficient to consider only the constraint of node processing capacities, even though it is

discussed in Ref. l2ll,in evaluating the network performance.

-6-



Chapter I . Introduction

Modeling Link Bandwidth Distribution in ISP Router-level Topologies [52]

In the previous Chapter 3, we show that topologies with power-law link bandwidth distribution can ac-

commodate more traffic than that with other two distributions. We consider that there would be a close

relationship between link bandwidth and structure of topology and reveal the relationship between link

bandwidth and structure in ISP routerlevel topology.

In Chapter 4, we investigate the evolution process of bandwidth distributions to accommodate TCP

traffic in ISP topologies. We focus on design principles of ISPs. ISPs monitor the traffic, and forecast

the peak demand in the near future. ISPs predict future demand from monitored traffic enhance the band-

width of a bottleneck link, either periodically or occasionally [40]. The current bandwidth distributions of

ISP topologies have the possibility to be affected by the traffic dynamics induced by a dynamic flow con-

trol. We confirm the resulting bandwidth distributions obtained by periodic enhancement has the similar

properties to the bandwidth distribution of an actual ISP topology in Japan with a power-law exponent of

around -1. The results of other ISP topologies indicate that bandwidth distributions of ISP and BA topolo-

gies follow a power-law. We finally propose a bandwidth allocation model that reproduces the similar

properties to the bandwidth distribution obtained through TCP traffic simulations.

Design of Interconnected Networks between ISP Topologies [53]

In Chapter 5, we focus on how interconnection topologies between interacting subnetworks affect network

performance. The Internet is composed by connected a large number of autonomous systems (ASs), such

as ISPs. ISPs have constructed peering and transit connections with other ISPs at their own policies in

order to increase their profit. However, communication efficiency obtained by the discretion of each ISP

does not lead to globally optimized efficiency. Therefore, designing interconnection topology between

ISPs will be essential to accommodate increased traffic in the near future. We categorize interconnection

topologies into five classes determined by Ref. [16]. We investigate performance of interconnected net-

works constructed by subnetworks having each structure. We show that performance of interconnected

networks is having the multiscale structure, suppresses construction cost regardless of the difference in

structure of subnetworks and the difference in desree distributions of subnetworks.
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Chapter 2

Analy zing Dynamics of Feedback-induced

Packet Delay in ISP Router-level

Topologies

2.1 Introduction

Dynamic interactions among various network-related protocols as a result of functional partitioning make

the Internet a complicated system whose details are difficult to confirm because of its large-scale, het-

erogeneous structure. One of the complex behaviors of the Internet is traffic dynamics. For example,

flow control and congestion control of TCP can cause short-range and long-range dependence of traf-

fic [54]. Ever-changing networking technologies and applications make the behavior of the Internet more

complex [55]; thus, understanding and controlling the complex behavior of the Internet are important for

designing future networks.

Although the statistical properties of network traffic are hard to capture, studies have revealed that the

degree distribution of the Internet topology follows a power law. That is, the probability that nodes having

k links exist is proportional to k-v (y is constant). Barab6si et al. proposed the Barab6si-Albert (BA) model

to generate powerJaw topologies having power-law degree distributions t191. Li et al. showed several

topologies that have different structures but have the same degree distribution [21,561. They pointed out
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that differences in structures lead to differences in the amount of traffic that the network accommodates.

Moreover, the structures of power-law topologies also affect the performance of networking mechanisms,

such as routing mechanisms [33]. These studies indicate that the power-law degree distribution alone does

not determine network-level performance. That is, topological structure properties other than the degree

distribution are essential to discuss the performance of networks [2I,57].

In previous studies, the relationship between the statistical properties of Internet traffic and end-to-

end flow control has been discussed. In Refs. [35,36], it is revealed that Internet traffic exhibits long-

range dependence (LRD), where traffic fluctuation appears to be independent of measurement time scale.

Various studies have investigated the reasons for LRD. One of the reasons is flow control in the transport

layer, such as TCP 137-391. However, these studies deal with small, simple topologies.

It has been revealed that end-to-end flow control functionality of TCP sessions affects traffic dynam-

ics through an interaction at a single link. In large-scale topologies, TCP sessions interact with each

other over all links. Nevertheless, previous studies on design and performance evaluation of a large-scale

topology [24,26] have not considered the end-to-end feedback control functionality provided by transport

layer. We therefore investigate the traffic dynamics in large-scale topologies where the topological struc-

ture greatly affects the network performance. More specifically, we investigate traffic dynamics on ISP

router-level topologies (ISP topologies) where the degree distributions exhibit a power-law nature, and the

nodes interact via end-to-end feedback flow control functionality. First, we show the packet delay dynam-

ics and compare the results against the BA topologies generated by the BA model and the ISP topologies.

We then discuss how the interaction between the structures of topologies and the flow controls affects the

end-to-end delay distribution and the appearance of LRD in the queue length for each link. The results

show that the TCP flow control makes the queue length of links in the network fluctuate because TCP

tries to use available bandwidth. However, we show that the queue length of many links does not fluctuate

regardless of TCP in the ISP topologies. This phenomenon is due to the high-modularity structure of the

ISP topologies. We investigate the relationship between the modularity of topologies and queue fluctua-

tion. We find that topologies with high-modularity structures have a lower number of highly fluctuating

links.

This chapter is organized as follows. We introduce related work in Section 2.2. In Section 23,we

show the network model that we used for the simulations. In Section2.4.we evaluate the influence of the
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power-law topologies and TCP flow control. Finally, in Section 2.5,we conclude this chapter and mention

future work.

2.2 Related Work

22.1 Structural Properties of Power-law Networks

Recently, there have been a considerable number of studies investigating power-law networks whose de-

gree distribution follows a power law. Barabdsi et al. introduced the BA model as a method for generating

apower-lawtopologyinRef.[19].TheBAmodelgeneratesapower-lawtopologybasedontworules: one

is incremental growth, and the other is preferential attachment. The resulting power-law networks have

two main characteristics. First, many nodes have a few links, and a few nodes, so-called hub nodes, have

many links. Second, the average length of the shortest paths between nodes is small. Many studies have

investigated topological properties appearing in the BA model or its variants. However, when router-level

topologies are concerned, the BA model, where links are attached based on a preferential probability, does

not emulate the structure of ISP topologies. We have compared the structural differences of the AI&T

topology measured using the Rocketfuel tool [32] and the topology generated by the BA model [34]. The

results indicate that the design principles of networks greatly affect the structure of the ISP topologies:

Design principles determine the node functionality, which in turn determines the connectivity of nodes.

In [4], Guimerd et al. proposed a classification method of node functions. In this method, a network

is divided into multiple modules, and the within-module degree, Zi, and the participation coefficient, P;,

are defined for each node. Assuming that the node I belongs to a module si, the within-module degree Z;

of node i is defined as

(2.1)

where fr; is the degree of the node, <ft",> represents the average degree in module J;, ottd c", is the variance

of the degree distribution of nodes in module s;.

We consider hub nodes as the nodes withZi greater than or equal to 2.58. That is, when we assume the

standard normal distribution for Zi,top 0.5Vo nodes are hub nodes and the remaining nodes are non-hub
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nodes. Note that the distribution of Z; is not always the normal distribution. However, we use 2.58 to

distinguish hub nodes having a much larger number of out-going links in the module and non-hub nodes.

The participation coefficient Pi of node i is defined as

P; = l- (2.2)

where ft;" represents the fraction of links connecting with nodes in module s; and N,, represents the number

of modules. That is, when all the links of node i connect with nodes belonging to the same module s;, P;

becomes 0. Figure 2.1 shows that the roles of nodes are categorized by the values of Zi and P;. Depending

on the values of P and Z,the role of the node is categorized into several classes. For example ,whenZi is

large and P; is relatively large, the node I has many links connecting to other modules. Thus, the node i is

categorlzed as a connector hub . On the other hand, a provincial hub node has large Z; and small P i', that

is, it has many links connecting with nodes in the same module.

Figure 2.2(a) andFig.2.2(b) show the results of applying Guimerd's method to the BA topology and

theAI&T topology. The module is calculated using the method in [5]. In Fig. 2.2,the vertical axis

indicates within-module degree Z,and the horizontal axis the participation coefficient P. Looking at Fig.

2.2(a), we observe that the BA topology has many connector hub nodes that connect between modules.

However, Fig.2.2(b) shows that there are few connector hubs in the AI&T topology.

22.2 Tbaffic Dynamics in Power-law Networks

Some studies have investigated traffic-level behavior in topologies having power-law degree distributions

[24,291. Reference [24] demonstrates that congestion spreads easily over BA topologies because of their

low diameter. Low-diameter effects also appear in the queuing delay distribution of these topologies. They

show that the queuing delay distribution of BA topologies has a long tail. The effect of end-to-end flow

control in the topology obtained by the BA model has also been investigated 1291. The authors examined

TCP control with LRD input traffic and Poisson input traffic and revealed that the average end-to-end

delay sharply increases for both types of input traffic since packets concentrate more at hub nodes in the
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Participation coefficient, P

R1: Ultra peripheral R5: Provincial hubs
R2: Peripheral R6: Connectorhubs
R3: Non-hub connectorc R7: Kinless hubs
R4: Kinless nonhub

Figure 2.1: Classification of node function by participation coefficient and within-module degree

BA topology.

Previous studies have used topologies generated by the BA model or its variants. However, even when

the degree distribrrtions of some topologies are the same, their more detailed characteristics are often

quite different. As discussed in Section2.2.l, the BA model does not adequately describe the structure

of ISP topologies. This clearly indicates that the powerJaw degree distribution alone does not determine

traffic-level behavior in ISP topologies,

Traffic dynamics has received great interest from the networking research community. It has been

revealed that Internet wide-area and local-area traffic can show LRD or self-similarity [35]. That is,

network traffic exhibits a large variability even at a wide range of time scales. Recently, these statistical

properties have also been observed in peer-to-peer traffic [36]. In Refs. [37,38], TCP flow control is

considered to be the cause of LRD in Internet traffic. Simulation results of Ref. [39] show that LRD is still

observed when the stop-and-wait protocol is used instead of TCP. That is, the flow control functionality is
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an essential factor for the cause of LRD. However, these studies deal with small, simple topologies. Thus,

we investigated how the structures of topologies impact the traffic dynamics.

2.3 Simulation Model

23.1 NetworkTopologies

For the simulation, we use several ISP topologies using the Rockefuel tool l32l and BA topologies gen-

erated by the BA model. BA topologies are generated such that the numbers of nodes and links are the

same as the corresponding ISP topologies. In Ref. [21,57], it is shown that the BA model is insufficient

to model ISP topologies. However, we use the BA topology in this chapter, because one of our purposes

in the cunent paper is to clarify the essential structure of ISP topologies that characterizes their traffic

dynamics by comparing with the BA topology. The Rocketfuel is a topology measurement tool based on

traceroute. Note that the authors of Ref. [32] pointed out that the Rocketfuel might not cover some parts

of ISP topologies. Even when the Rocketfuel misses some of routers, it is sufficient to investigate traffic

dynamics because the Rocketfuel provides active paths, including MPLS-based paths, between routers.

The actual ISP networks may have some routers invisible from traceroute. We believe that the routers

are used for a backup purpose because they are placed on the inactive path for Internet users.

In the following simulation, we first evaluate and compare the AI&T topology with the conesponding

BA topology to identify the essential structure of ISP topologies that characterizes their traffic dynamics.

232 Packet Processing Model of Nodes

Each node has limited buffers at each outgoing link. When a packet arrives at a given node and when

the node is the packet's destination, the node removes the packet from the network. Otherwise, the node

selects the next node based on a minimum hop routing algorithm and forwards the packet to a buffer of

an outgoing link connecting to the next node. Each outgoing link sends packets to the next node based on

FIFO and a drop-tail queuing discipline, delivering C packets per unit time. Note that capacity of links

is heterogeneous in actual ISP topologies. However, we use the same link bandwidth to evaluate traffic

dynamics induced only by topological structure. Here, we do not use dynamic routing; i.e., each packet
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traverses the shortest path calculated beforehand. When multiple shortest paths to reach the destination are

found, the next node is determined by a packet's source node. According to Ref. [58], traffic fluctuation

caused by TCP-like flow control appears in short time scales such as the round trip time (RTT). So, we

use a static routing strategy.

233 Flow Control between End Hosts

We examined stop-and-wait model and TCP model for flow control between end hosts. The stop-and-

wait model is introduced to clarify the impact of flow control functionality of TCP. In the simulation,

pre-specified numbers of sessions are created between nodes. Source and destination nodes are randomly

selected and each session arrives at a node pair according to the Poisson process with mean rate ). Each

session always has data to send during the simulations, i.e., once a session is generated, it continues to

send data to destination node until the simulation ends.

Stop-and-Wait Model

In this model, when a source node sends a DATA packet to its destination node, the source node stops

sending a new packet until the source node receives the acknowledgement (ACK) packet from the desti-

nation node. If a source node does not receive the ACK packet within the retransmission time out (RIO)

period, the source node thinks that packet loss has occurred and resends the packet. The time-out period

is defined based on the RTT and is doubled for every time out.

TCP Model

In this model, source nodes control the amount of DATA packets based on the slow start and congestion

avoidance algorithms. The slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms are basic flow-control functions

of TCP. If the window size is lower than the slow start threshold (ssthresh), the source node uses the slow

start algorithm. When the source node receives an ACK packet, it extends the congestion window (cwnd)

by one packet size (= segment size, sruss) and sends two new DATA packets to the destination node.

If the window size exceeds ssthresh, the source node uses thecongestion avoidance algorithm. When

the source node receives an ACK packet, it extends the congestion window by llcwnd, and it sends an
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Table 2.1:The simulati used in thc TCP modelSlln On ln

Buffer size 1,000 packets

Session arrival rute (^) I session / unit of time
Maximumcwnd l0 packets

Link bandwidth (C) 3 packets / unit of time
Simulation time 300.000 units of time

adequate number of DATA packets to the destination node. In our model, the congestion window size does

not exceed a pre-decided maximum window size. If the source node does not receive any ACK packet

within the RTO period, the source node recognizes that serious congestion has occurred. The source node

resends the lost DATA packet and reduces the congestion window by one packet size. The time-out period

is defined in the same way as in the stop-and-wait model.

In addition, we use the fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms defined by RFC 2581 [59]. The

source node uses the fast retransmit algorithm when it detects packet loss and light congestion by the

arrival of three duplicate ACKs. When the source node receives the third duplicate ACK, it reduces the

congestion window to half and resends the lost DATA packet. After the retransmission, the source node

extends the congestion window based on the fast recovery algorithm. The source node keeps extending

the congestion window by one packet size as long as it receives the same duplicate ACKs.

2.4 Dynamics of TCP in Power-law Networks

In this section, we show the results of simulation for TCP and discuss the end-to-end delay and queue-

length fluctuation in detail. In the simulation, each link can transfer three packets per unit time. The other

parameters are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.4.1 End-to-End Delav Distribution

Figure 2.3 shows the end-to-end delay distribution of the BA (AT&T) topology and the AT&T topology.

The end-to-end delay represents one-way delay for DATA or ACK packets. In this figure, the end-to-end

delay distribution in the stop-and-wait model (the number of sessions is 100000) is also plotted. From
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comparison with the stop-and-wait model, end-to-end delay gets larger in the TCP model. In the AI&T

topology, when the number of sessions is 10,000, packets take longer to reach their destinations compared

with the BA topology. In contrast, the end-to-end delay distribution of the BA topology changes drastically

when the number of sessions is 100000. It has a long-tail distribution; i.e., many packets take a long time

to reach their destinations. End-to-end delay of less than 500 time units is hardly observed in the BA

topology. However, the end-to-end delay distribution of the AI&T topology does not vary widely when

the number of sessions increases.

The reason for this is that the congestion tends to occur in the BA topology when TCP is applied. The

term "congestion" means that a buffer is occupied by packets and cannot receive any more packets. To

explain the reason more clearly, we show the number of congested links dependent on each time step in

Fig. 24. The figure shows that the frequency of congestion in the BA topology is about 4 times larger

than that in the AI&T topology. As discussed in Section 2.2,1, the BA topology has many connector

hub nodes, and the connector hub nodes transfer alarge amount of packets between modules. Packets

concentrate at connector hub nodes in the BA topology. Thus, the links connected to connector hub nodes

tend to be congested. Since most of sessions concentrate on the connector hub nodes and the congested

links, the end-to-end delay distribution of the BA topology has a long tail.

2.4.2 Queue Length Fluctuation

Next, we evaluate the fluctuation of queue length. If queue length of a link fluctuates drastically, a session

encounters a temporal congestion on the link, which leads to a packet drop and a longer delay. We evaluate

the fluctuation using the Hurst parameter (H,O.S < H < 1) by applying the RVS plot method [60]. The

Hurst parameter represents the degree of LRD. High Hurst parameter means that queue length of the link

highly fluctuates.

Details of the wS plot method are as follows. First, we define R/S(z) as

R/S(κ)= 1/S″ [max(0,Wl,W2,…・,"Ъ)一 min(0,'71,W2,… ・,ルツ%)],

% = (Xl+X2+…・+Xた )― たX(κ),

(2.3)
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where (Xp : k = I,2,. . . , z) is an observation data set. X(n) represents the mean value, and S, represents

thestandarddeviationof thedatasetX. Byestimating RIS(n) foranobservation scalenandplotting

the correlation between n and RIS (n), we can observe the statistical dependence over time. We set the

observation scale of n from 1gs prz to lOs time units and use the time series of queue length extracted

from the last 100,000 time units of simulation. The slope of the fitted curve of the correlation function,

anH ,represents the Hurst parameter of a set X.

Figure 2.5 shows Hurst parameters for each link. The y-axis represents the Hurst parameter and the

x-axis represents its rank in a descending order. In this figure, the results for the stop-and-wait model are

also added. Looking at this figure, we observe that the number of links that take high Hurst parameters in-

creases in the TCP model. Besides, we observe that the AI&T topology reduces the number of fluctuating

links compared with the results of the BA topology.

To see the relation between the Hurst parameter and topological structure in the AT&T topology

clearly, we show the ratio of links that take high Fl values (11 > 0.8) in Table 2.2. When the number of

sessions is small, the queue length of the links that connect two regions fluctuates drastically. That is, inter-

module links tend to have highly fluctuating queue lengths. This is because many packets concentrate at

inter-module links. As the number of sessions gets higher, the queue length of the links that connect inside

a region fluctuates, whereas the Hurst parameter of inter-module links decreases. That is, the fluctuation

spreads to tributary links of the bottleneck.

2.43 Fluctuation Reduction Effect of High-Modularity Structure

In the previous section, we showed that the structure of the AT&T topology reduces the number of fluc-

tuating links. In this section, we examine the relationship between the modularity of topologies and the

fluctuation reduction effects of those topologies.

Newman et al. [61] defined a modularity value (Q) as

ο=Σ e″ ―αり,
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Table 2.2: The ratio of highly fluctuating inks in each topolr

Topology
10.000 sessions 100,000 sessions

lotal Inter Intra Total lnter Intra

BA topology 0.54 0.19 0.35 0.88 0.30 0.58

AT&T topology 0.39 0.080 0.31 0.50 0.066 0.4

where eii is defined as the number of links connecting nodes of module i divided by the number of all links.

While, a; is defined as the number of links that have one or both vertices inside of module I divided by the

number of all links. The module is calculated using the method in [15]. According to this definition of Q,

high Q value means that the topology has high modularity structure, that is, some modules are connecting

with each other by a few inter-module links. The modularity value of the BA topology is nearly 0.32,and

that of the AI&T topology is about 0.68. This result indicates that a high-modularity structure reduces the

number of highly fluctuating links.

To confirm that ISP topologies reduce the number of fluctuating links, we conduct simulations with

other ISP topologies and compare them with BA topologies. Three ISP topologies, Sprint, Verio, and

Telstra, are used for the simulations because the topologies have the similar numbers of nodes and links

to the AT&T topology. The topological properties of ISP topologies and its corresponding BA topologies

are summarized in TabIe2.3. The simulation parameters are the same as the evaluation of the AT&T

topology and are summarized in Table 2.1. Note that the number of sessions is 87p20 in the Telstra

topology and the BA Telstra topology due to limit of the number of node pairs. In Table 2.3, the ratio of

highly fluctuating links for each topology is also presented. We observe that each ISP topology reduces

the number of fluctuating links compared with the results of the corresponding BA topologies. We also

observe that each ISP topology has higher modularity value than the coresponding BA topology. These

results indicate that topologies having high-modularity structure reduce the number of highly fluctuating

links, as we observed in the AI&T topology.

To see the impact of modularity structure more clearly, we investigate queue fluctuation on three

topologies that have the same number of nodes and links to the AI&T topology, but have different modu-

larity values. We generated three topologies having N (=523) nodes and E (=I,304) links, ru inter-modules
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Table 2.3:Simulation results of ISP

Topology Nodes Links Modularity
Ratio of highly
fluctuating links

AT&T
523 1,304

0.68 0.50
BA (AT&T) 032 0.88

Sprint M7 r28O
0.66 0.53

BA SpHnt 0.30 0.81

Verio
817 1,874

0.70 0,46
BA Verio 0.25 0,77

Telstra
296 594

0.74 0.6
BA Telstra 0.29 0.78

links, and then control the modularity value by changing m.More precisely, we generated the three topolo-

gies through following steps.

1. Generates 10 sub-networks each of which consists of { noaes und 
E 

,^* links and is connectedIU IU
based on the BA model.

2. Considers each sub-network as a module.

3. Adds lzl inter-module links by randomly selecting two nodes belonging to different modules and

connecting the nodes.

As the number of inter-module links increases, the modularity value decreases. The modularity values

of the generated topologies were 0.86, 0.81 ,and}."76,and we confirmed that these topologies had power-

law degree distributions.

Figure 2.6 shows the Hurst parameters of each link from the results of the simulations with the TCP

model. The x-axis and y-axis represent the same parameters as those in Fig. 2.5.ln the simulations, we

again used the parameters in Table 2.1 and again randomly select the source and destination nodes for each

session. In Fig. 2.6,as the modularity value increases, the number of links that take high Hurst parameters

decreases. This result is confirmed by the ratio of highly fluctuating links that have a Hurst parameter

larger than 0.8 shown in Table 2.4. Thus, topological structures that have high modularity values prevent

the appearance of highly fluctuating links.
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'able 2.4: Simulation resu ts of senerated

Modularity
Ratio of highly
fluctuatine links

Number of arriving packets

Total Intra lnter
0.86 o.62 4.7× 10° 4.5× 10° 1.7x10′

0.81 0.78 3.6× 10° 2.9× 108 74× 10/

o.76 0.84 3.2× 10° 2.2× 10° 1.0× 10°

A question is why the high-modularity structure reduces the number of highly fluctuating links. To

answer this, we show queue fluctuation on links having different link load in Fig. 2.7. Here, the link

load is the number of end-to-end sessions that pass through the link. When a link load is low, the queue

length does not fluctuate (Fig. 2.7(a)). Horvever, if the link load exceeds a certain level, the queue length

is mostly constant due to a limit of buffer size in queue (Fig. 2i(c)). Although the queue length keeps

nearly-constant, each of TCP sessions dynamically changes its sending rate. Thus, the queue length of

the tributary links to the inter-module links is governed by the dynamics of each TCP session and thus

fluctuates like Fig. 2,7(b). The situation in Fig. 2.7(b) occurs when the links are close to the inter-module

links because the large number of TCP sessions is aggregated. More precisely, connector hub nodes or

non-hub connector nodes in Fig. 2.I perform the aggregation of TCP sessions. However, connector hub

nodes rarely exist in topologies with the high-modularity structure: most of hub nodes are provincial hub

nodes. Thus, the situation in Fig. 2.7(b) occurs around the connector non-hub nodes, and therefore the

number of such links is small. Note that these results are induced by the shortage of buffer of inter-

module links. Of course, if buffer size is unlimited, queue length of bottleneck links may fluctuate more

drastically. However, such case hardly occurs in real situations because end hosts send traffic to use

available bandwidth of bottleneck links as efficiently as possible.

The number of arriving packets forwarded between different modules also decreases in a topology

that has a high modularity value. Table 24 shows the number of arriving packets. Here,Intra (-module)

means the number of aniving packets between two nodes in the same module, and Inter (-module) means

the number of arriving packets between two nodes belonging to different modules. According to this table,

as the modularity value gets higher, the number of aniving inter-module packets decreases, whereas the

number of arriving intra-module packets increases. That is, the throughput of intra-module sessions gets
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high in the high modularity topology. In topologies having a high modularity value, a few inter-module

links tend to become congested, and it becomes more difficult for inter-module packets to arrive at their

destination.

24.4 Effects of TCP

In Section 2.4.1,2.4.2,and2.4.3, we discussed packet delay dynamics in the TCP model. In this section,

we explain the merits and demerits of TCP. One of the merits of TCP is improved throughput. Comparing

the results of the stop-and-wait model with those of the TCP model, we found that network throughput is

improved in the AI&T topology due to the function of TCP that adjusts the packet sending rate according

to the network conditions. In the AT&T topology, the ratio of links having utilization larger than 80Vo

is 74Vo by the TCP model, while the ratio is 58Vo by the stop-and-wait model. Note that, the number of

sessions is 100,000 and other parameters are the same as used in previous subsections (see Table 2.1 for

details).

In contrast, when the number of sessions gets larger, TCP causes fluctuation of the queue length, as

depicted in Fig. 2.5, which leads to the high fluctuation in the end-to-end delay of packets. Figure 2.8

shows deviations of RIT, RTTTrr, for each session in the AI&T topology. The y-axis represents the mean

deviation of RIT for each session, defined as

RTTa,u = 0 - a)xRTTTru+ox leRTT -RTTI, (2.5)

where a = 0.125, and the x-axis represents its rank. Every time the source node receives the ACK,

the source node measures an instantaneous round-trip time (RIT in Eq. 2.5) and estimates the average

round-trip time (eRIT) by the following equation:

eRTT = (l -o)xeRTT+axRTT,

In the figure, the results of the stop-and-wait model are also plotted for comparison. As shown in Fig. 2.8,

in the TCP model, the number of sessions that have a large deviation increases as compared with that in

the stop-and-wait model.
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The complex functionality of TCP, such as flow control, congestion control, and fast retransmit func-

tionalities, causes fluctuation of the queue length. This is one of the disadvantages of TCP. We confirmed

that the fraction of links having a high H value in the stop-and-wait model is smaller than the number

of links in the TCP model. As shown in Fig. 2.5(b), when the number of sessions is 100,000, 50Vo of

all links are highly fluctuating in the TCP model, whereas 9Vo of all links are highly fluctuating in the

stop-and-wait model.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the interaction between the structures of topologies and flow control be-

tween end hosts. Comparing the simulation results of the stop-and-wait model and the TCP model, the

functionality of TCP improves network throughput in the AI&T topology. On the other hand, the func-

tionality of TCP makes the queue length fluctuate. Even in this case, the highly modular structure of the

AT&T topology reduces the number of highly fluctuating links compared with the BA topology. We also

evaluated the queue length on other topologies and confirmed that the modularity structure can reduce the

number of highly fluctuating links.

Our results suggest that reproducing the modularity structure is important when evaluating the perfor-

mance of transport protocols. Our future work is to develop a topology generation method that reproduces

the modularity structure and apply it to performance evaluations.
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Chapter 3

Performance Evaluation of Link

Bandwidth Distribution in ISP Router‐ level

Topologies

3.1 Introduction

Modeling the Internet is one of important issues to evaluate network control methods [62]. Since the

performance of network control methods strongly depends on Internet topology and bandwidth of links, a

proper network model is necessary to show effectiveness of those methods. Therefore, it is imponant to

reveal characteristics of a communication network and origin of them.

Measurement studies on the Internet topology show that the degree distribution obeys the power-

law [I7], [18]. That is, the existence probability P (k) of node with ft out-going links approximates to ft-7

(7 is constant). There are many modeling methods for the powerJaw topology |9-21} Reference [20]

presents FKP model for a topology generation model that consider technical constraints of routerlevel

topologies. However, the topology is much different from the actual ISP topologies 127).In Ref. [21], the

authors enumerate several topologies having the same degree distribution. Then, they evaluate the amount

of traffic that the network can accommodate in each topology under the constraint of node processing

capacities. The results indicate that the network throughput highly depends on the structure of topologies
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even though they have the same degree distribution.

Many researches about the modeling method of router-level topology have been discussed based on

the characteristic that the degree distribution obeys the powerJaw. In these researches, there was an

assumption that link bandwidth can be ignored, or they are identical. However, the performance of network

strongly depends on link bandwidth because link bandwidth is characteristics particular to communication

networks.

In this chapter, we investigate the characteristic of link bandwidth in router-level topology. One of our

main motivations in this and next chapters is to investigate the modeling methodology for realistic ISP

networks. For this purpose, characteristics particular to communication networks other than the degree

distribution are important. First, we investigate the link bandwidth distribution of an actual ISP network

in Japan using the capacity information presented in Ref. [63]. Results show that the link bandwidth

distribution also obeys the powerJaw with exponent - 1.1 I . Second, to reveal the reason why the link

bandwidth distribution obeys the powerJaw, we investigate the network performance under the constraint

of link bandwidth. We generate three distributions of link bandwidth; power-law, exponential and identi-

cal. Then we assign the link bandwidth to ISP topologies, and compare the network performance. Results

show that topologies with powerJaw link bandwidth distribution can accommodate more traffic than that

with other two distributions. We also reveal that it is insufficient to consider only the constraint of node

processing capacities, even though it is discussed in Ref. lZll,in evaluating the network performance.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.3, we investigate link bandwidth distribution of an

actual ISP network in Japan. In Section 3.4,we explain about topology generation models and topologies

which are used for evaluation. In Section 3.5, we investigate the difference of network performance by

three distributions of link bandwidth. Section 3.6 concludes this chaoter.

3.2 Related Work

There are relatively few studies on modeling routerJevel Internet topology |9-231. Heckmann et. al. [221

present parameter settings for topology generator tools such as BRITE, TIERS, and GT-ITM to construct

POP (poinrof-presence)Jevel ISP topologies. Topology generation methods that consider technical con-

straints of routerJevel topologies are discussed in [20,21]. Reference [20] presents a topology generation
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model where a newly added node connects with existing nodes that minimize the sum of Euclidian dis-

tance between the nodes and logical distance from the existing node. The authors demonstrate that the

degree distribution obeys the power-law with appropriate parameter settings. However, the topology gen-

erated by the model has too many nodes whose degree is one [64], and thus the topology is much different

from the actual ISP topologies [27]. This is because ISP topologies are designed with technological, ge-

ographic, and business constraints [56,65]. In Ref. f2ll,the authors enumerate several topologies having

the same degree distribution. Then, they evaluate the amount of traffic that the network can accommodate

in each topology under the constraint of node processing capacities. The results indicate that the network

throughput highly depends on the structure of topologies even though they have the same degree distri-

bution. With the constraint of node processing capacities, a product of node degree and its corresponding

link bandwidth is bounded. Thus, for maximize the ffamc that the network can accommodate, non-hub

nodes having small number of links connects with higher-bandwidth links, and hub-nodes having many

links connects with lower-bandwidth links.

Moreover, many researchers have discussed about capacity distribution in power-law topologies [28,

30,661. Zhang et al. mentioned that node capacity allocation based on node betweenness centrality is

appropriate to enhance network capacity [28]. Betweenness centrality is defined as the number of shortest

paths that pass through the nodes or links. In Ref. [66], Xia et al. assigned optimal node capacity with

an optimization problem to maximize the system performance and the utilization ratio of capacity. This

method provides a similar capacity distribution to that is allocated to be proportional to betweenness

centrality of nodes in BA topologies. These researchers assumed that link bandwidth is unlimited. Actual

communication systems like the Internethave heterogeneous bandwidth. In Ref. [30], Ling et al. discussed

about bandwidth allocation strategy in BA topologies. They introduced an allocation strategy based on

the product of end nodes' degree of links to maximize network throughput. In these papers, model-based

topologies are concerned. Model-based topologies have different properties from ISP topologies'. So, we

evaluate the relationship between link bandwidth distribution and network throughput in ISP topologies.
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3.3 Link Bandwidth Distribution in ISP Router-level Topology

Ref. [63] investigates node processing capacities of a commercial ISP network in Japan. The author uses

a disclosed information of link bandwidth in IIJ (Internet Initiative Japan) 1671. ln the paper, a node

processing capacity is defined as the sum of link bandwidth connected to the node. Figure 3.1, which

was also presented in Ref. [63], shows the rank of node processing capacities in 2002. The vertical axis

represents the node processing capacity and the horizontal axis represents the rank of that node. We

observe that node processing capacity distribution obeys the power-law; its exponent is nearly -2.6.

The result is interesting in that the powerJaw relationship again appears in the node processing capac-

ity. However, one question arises whether the link bandwidth distribution follows the power-law or not.

To answer this, we show the link bandwidth distribution in Figure 3 .2; the result shows that the exponent

of the link bandwidth distribution (for 40 higher-ranking) is -1, i.e., the distribution obeys the zipf 's law.

The figure is obtained by using the information on IIJ backbone network in 2002, thus it is uncertain

that other ISP topologies have the observation that the link bandwidth distribution obeys the zipf's law.

However, we believe that the observation is general because we can easily derive it by the non-blocking

configuration of routers. Supposing that there is one uplink port with the bandwidth of X in a router and

there are a numbers of links, then if the router to be non-blocking, the bandwidth of each link should be

Xlo. Wrth this case, the exponent of link bandwidth distribution becomes -1. Base of this discussion, in

the next section, we investigate the performance of networks when the link bandwidth distribution obeys

the power-law with exponent -1.

3.4 Topologies for Evaluation

In this section, we explain topologies used for evaluation.

3.4.1 ISP Topologies

We prepare two ISP topologies; the AI&T and the Sprint [34]. The AT&T topology has 523 nodes and

1304links, and the Sprint topology has 467 nodes and 1280 links. These topologies measured using the
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Figure 3.1: Node processing capacity distribution in the IIJ network

Rocketfuel tool [32].

3.42 The Abilene-inspired topology

As a router-level topology, we prepare the Abilene-inspired topology that is also evaluated in Ref. 12l l.

This topology is based on Abilene Network used for higher education.The Abilene-inspired topology has

869 nodes and 877 links.

3.43 The BA Topology

Barabasi and Albert proposed a BA model to generate topologies having a power-law degree distribution

[19]. We call the BA topology as the topology generated by BA model. The BA model is characterized

by two features: Incremental Growth and Preferential Attachment, The model starts with a topology with

a small number of nodes and lvorks as follows:

Stepl Make an initial topology that has ,n0 nodes.

Step2 Incremental Growth: Add a new node at each time step.
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Figure 3.2: Link bandrvidth distribution in the IIJ network

Step3 Preferential Attachment: Connect the new node to rn different nodes chosen lvith probability lI:
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Щり=壷 (3.1)

Where ti is the degree of node l.

To follow this process, the topology rvith its degree distribution obeys the power-law is generated. In

this chapter, tve generate BA topology to be the same number of nodes and links in the Abilene-inspired

topology. At first we use BA model with ms = l, and generate 869 nodes and 868 links topology. Then,

nine links are added based on rule of Step3. The topology with 869 nodes and877 links is generated.

3.4.4 The FKP Topology

The FKP model proposed by Fabrikant et al. [20] revealed that the power-law property of degree dis-

tribution can still be obtained by minimizing "distance" metrics. This model does not use preferential

attachment to add links, and instead uses minimization-based link attachment. More specifically, the FKP

model works as follorvs. Each new node arrives at randomly in the Euclidean space {0, I }2. After arriving
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at new node i, the FKP model calculates the following equation for each node, j, already existing in the

network: F .wii + /s;, where w;; is the Euclidean distance (i.e., physical distance) between nodes I and j,

and lsi is the hop-counts distance between node j and a pre-specified "root" node (node 0). B is a param-

eter that weights the importance of physical distance. If B has a lower value, each node tries to connect

to higher degree nodes; f = 0 is an extreme scenario that creates a star-topology.lf B has a higher value,

each node tries to connect their nearest nodes. A topology with high aB is shown to behaves like an ER

topology. The power-law property of the degree distribution appears at a moderate value ofp value. Here,

there are several hub-nodes in each region, and the hub-nodes form a power-law. However, it is mentioned

that the number of node whose degree is one is much more than that of ISP topology [21] and the degree

distribution is different from that of ISP topology [34].

In this chapter, we generate FKP topology to be the same number of nodes and links in the Abilene-

inspired topology. For this purpose, we modify the FKP model; we first select nine nodes randomly

before starting the topology generation and when each of these nine nodes is added, we generate two

links between itself and a node satisfying the equation (F .wii + /6;), and another next node satisfying the

equation. At last, a topology which has 869 nodes andSTT links is generated.

3.5 Performance Evaluation on Link Bandwidth Distribution

In Section 3.3 , we show that the link bandwidth distribution of Japanese ISP obeys the power-law. For re-

vealing the reason that link bandwidth distribution obeys powerJaw, we investigate network performance

under the constraint of link bandwidth. In this chapter, we define the network performance as the amount

of traffic that the topology can accommodate. For comparison purpose, we generate three distributions of

link bandwidth; powerJaw, exponential, and identical where bandwidth of all links are identical. Then,

the amount of traffic that the topology can accommodate for each distribution is compared.

35.1 Link Bandwidth Distributions

According to the observation in Section 3.3, we generate link bandwidth distribution that obeys power-law

with exponent the -1. We first prepare m links with the bandwidth X [bps]. Then, we prepare a x ln links

each of which has Xla link bandwidth. By setting m <- axm and X e- Xf a,we repeatedly prepare links.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized link bandwidth distributions

With this case, the exponent of link bandwidth distribution becomes -1.

For comparison purpose, we generate other two link bandwidth distributions that obey exponential

and identical. Figure 3.3 shows obtained distributions. The vertical axis represents the link bandwidth and

horizontal axis represents the rank of that link. Note that we normalize the exponential and the identical

distributions such that the sum of link bandwidth in each distribution is equaled.

35.2 Assigning Link Bandwidth

We then assign link bandwidth to each link in the topology. In this chapter, we assume that the link

bandwidth is assigned based on the edge betweenness centrality. More exactly, we assign link bandwidth

in a descending-order to link with the edge betweenness centrality. The edge betweenness centrality is

defined as the number of minimum hop paths that pass through the link. That is, the edge betweenness

centrality represents the amount of contribution of a link to the communication in the netlvork.
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Figure 3.4: The amount of traffic that the AT&T topology can accommodate

353 Evaluation

We evaluate the amount of traffic that each topology can accommodate under the constraint of link band-

lvidth. The traffic demand is generated by log-normal distribution since the distribution is knorvn to be

suitable for modeling the traffic demand [68]. We change the variance of the log-normal distribution from

0.1 to 10.0 with the step 0.1. The traffic demand is generated for each variance and sum of the traffic

demands is normalized to l. A minimum hop routing is applied to select the route of the traffic. Note that

if there are several paths that have the same number of hops, one of them is selected randomly. The result

is shown in Figure 3.4-3.8. The vertical axis represents the amount of traffic that the topology can accom-

modate and horizontal axis represents the variance of traffic demand. In these figures, 95% confidence

interval is also presented.

In ISP topologies (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5), when the variance of traffic demand is less than 2, the

topology with the porver-larv link bandrvidth distribution can accommodate more traffic than topologies
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Figure 3.5: The amount of traffic that the Sprint topology can accommodate

with other distributions. In Ref. [68], the variance of log-normal distribution is nearly I for fitting the ob-

served traffic in real ISPs. Thus, in the realistic situation, the power-law link bandwidth distribution makes

the topology more efficient. The topology with the porver-law distribution accommodates the largest traf-

fic among three distributions even though the variance of traffic demand changes around 1.0. Holvever,

the advantage of the power-lalv distribution decreases and diminishes when the variance is too large since

an elephant traffic appears in the traffic matrix. The same results are also observed in Figure 3.6,3.7,

3.8. From the results of these figures, the power-larv link bandrvidth distribution can accommodates larger

amount of the traffic than that of other distributions.

3.5.4 Effects of Node Processing Constraint

In Ref. t2l l, it is mentioned that the number of links connected to a router affects bandrvidth of link.

Figure 3.9 shows a relationship between node degree and node processing capacity. Due to the constraint

of router technology, a product of node degree and its link bandwidth is bounded by the node processing

capacity. That is, a router having few links can accommodate large capacity links, and a router having
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Figure 3.6: The amount of traffic that the BA topology can accommodate

small bandlvidth of links can accommodate many links. This section examines the difference of netlvork

performance betlveen tlvo constraints for the link bandwidth and the node processing capacities. We apply

the relation in Figure 3.9 to the Sprint topology and the Abilene-inspired topology. Figure 3.10 and Figure

3.1 I show the amount of traffic that the topology can accommodate under the constraint of node processing

capacities. For the comparison purpose, we again show the result of previous section in (a) of each figure

and the result under the constraint of node processing capacities in (b) of each figure.

Comparison betrveen (a) and (b) of Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.1I shows the difference of amount of

the traffic that the topology can accommodate with each constraint; the link bandrvidth and the node

processing capacities. These figures have a common tendency that amount of the traffic that the topology

can accommodate gets smaller as the variance of traffic demand becomes larger. In other three topologies

(BA topology, FKP topology and the Abilene-inspired topology), the same tendency is observed but are

not shown here for the lack of space. Holvever, the amount of traffic that the topology can accommodate

under the constraint of link bandwidth is strongly smaller than that under the constraint of node processing

capacities. Thus, evaluation of network performance only the constraint of node processing capacities by
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Figure 3.7: The amount of traffic that FKP topology can accommodate

its degree is inadequate for network evaluations.

3.6 Conclusion

Evaluation of the network control method needs proper model of the communication network. In this

chapter, we focused on link bandwidth in ISP router-level topology. First, we investigate link bandwidth

distribution in Japanese ISP backbone netlvork. Results show that link bandlvidth distribution in ISP

obeys the power-law. Next, for revealing the reason that link bandwidth distribution obeys power-law,

we compared network performance with three link bandwidth distributions; power-law, exponential and

identical . Results sholv that polver-lalv link bandlvidth distribution can accommodate large amount of

the traffic. Moreover, under the constraint of only node processing capacities by its degree, amount of

the traffic that the network can accommodate is over estimated. Thus to take characteristic that link

bandrvidth distribution obeys porver-law into the modeling of router-level topology is important to evaluate

the network control method properly.

In this chapter, we assigned link bandwidth distribution to the AT&T topology and the Sprint topology.
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Figure 3.8: The amount of traffic that the Abilene-inspired topology can accommodate

From the comparison results of network performance under the constraint of link bandwidth, we showed

validity of power-law link bandwidth distribution in router-level topology. However, we consider that

there would be a close relationship between link bandwidth and structure of topology. For future work,

we will reveal the relationship between link bandwidth and structure in ISP router-level topology, and then

we develop the modeling method for the routerlevel topology.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Link Bandwidth Distribution in

ISP Router-Ievel Topologies

4.I Introduction

The Internet has been advanced through improvements to various network-related protocols based on

functional partitioning. However, as new networking technologies are developed, designing the Inter-

net according to such partitioning becomes increasingly difficult. For instance, conflicts between selfish

behavior in overlay networks and traffic engineering in underlay networks lead to performance degrada-

tion [5] . Lately, dynamic interactions between network protocols have increased the complexity of Internet

traffic behavior. Modeling router-level networks while considering the traffic dynamics induced through

these interactions is critical to establishing new network control methods.

Previous research has revealed that Internet service provider (ISP) router-level topologies ("ISP topolo-

gies" hereinafter) have power-law degree distributions; that is, the probability that nodes with ft links exist

is proportional to k-v (for constant y). Barab6si et al. [19] proposed the Barab6si-Albert (BA) model as

a method for generating a power-law topology based on two rules: incremental growth and preferential

attachment. The BA model is widely employed in studies examining network performance in power-law

topologies. However, the structural properties of actual ISP topologies are different from those of model-

based topologies. Li et al. [2ll presented several topologies with the same degree distribution but different
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structures. They pointed out that the structural differences lead to changes in network performance, such

as the fiamc volume that a network can accommodate. Hence, we should not only focus on power-law

characteristics when discussing the performance of information networks.

One of the more notable characteristics is the link bandwidth. We previously demonstrated that power-

law bandwidth distributions in ISP topologies could accommodate large traffic volumes in 3. That result

indicated that the bandwidth distribution affects the performance of communication protocols or routing

strategies. Recently, the relations between node capacity or link bandwidth distributions and power-law

topologies have been considered f28,30,661. However, these studies utilized topologies generated by

the BA model or its variants to investigate the network throughput performance in powerJaw topologies.

Indeed, modeling of the link bandwidth distribution in ISP topologies is barely addressed.

ISP networks are designed to accommodate dynamic traffic. ISPs monitor the traffic, and forecast

the peak demand in the near future. On the basis of this prediction, they then enhance the bandwidth of

a bottleneck link, either periodically or occasionally t40l. Because bandwidth enhancement of a certain

link can trigger unexpected traffic changes, new bottlenecks emerge at a variety of points. For example,

bandwidth enhancement ofaccess links can create new bottlenecks in core links [69]. The current band-

width distributions of ISP topologies thus result from the accumulation of link bandwidth enhancements.

As ISPs monitor the traffic demand as an indicator of required bandwidth enhancement, the resulting

bandwidth distribution is affected by the traffic dynamics induced by a dynamic flow control, such as the

transmission control protocol (TCP) t35-391. In actuality, we revealed that the dynamic interaction be-

tween the TCP flow control and modularity structure of ISP topologies affects the queue-length fluctuation

of routers in Chapter 3. In the present study, we investigate the evolution process of bandwidth distribu-

tions to accommodate TCP traffic in ISP topologies, and examine the resulting bandwidth distributions

through simulations. Bandwidth distributions are, therefore, a consequence of periodic enhancements in

the ISP topologies. The results indicate that bandwidth distributions of ISP and BA topologies follow

a power law. We then propose a bandwidth allocation model by considering the TCP traffic dynamics,

and show that our model generates a bandwidth distribution with similar properties to that obtained by

periodic enhancement.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3,we outline the network model

employed in the simulations and demonstrate its validity. Weintroduce related work in Section 4.2.Then, in
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Section 4.4,we determine the bandwidth distribution and elucidate its properties in large-scale topologies.

The proposed bandwidth allocation model is introduced in Section 4.5,and we verify thatthis model

produces similar properties to those found in the simulation results. Finally, in Section 4.6, we conclude

this chapter and discuss future work.

4。2  Related Work

Many researchers have formulated resource allocation methods for power-law topologies [28,30,66].

Zhang et al. [28] stated that node capacity allocation based on each node's betweenness centrality en-

hances the network capacity. Here, betweenness centrality is defined as the number of shortest paths that

pass through a node or link. Xia et al. [66] assigned capacities to nodes by solving an optimization prob-

lem that maximized the system performance and the utilization ratio of the capacity. This method provides

a similar capacity distribution to that when the allocation in BA topologies is in proportion to each node's

betweenness centrality. Both of the above studies assumed that link bandwidth was unlimited; however,

actual communication systems like the Internet have heterogeneous bandwidths. Our group demonstrated

that differences in bandwidth distributions led to different network throughputs, and that power-law band-

width distributions can accommodate larger amounts of traffic than other types of distributions in Chapter

3. Ling et al. [30] also discussed a bandwidth allocation method for BA topologies. To maximize the

network throughput, they introduced an allocation method based on the product of the degree of both end

nodes. However, previous research has evaluated network performance using Poisson, or flow-level, traf-

fic. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the interaction between topological structure and end-to-end flow control

impacts on traffic dynamics. Hence, the traffic dynamics induced by TCP flow control must be considered

when modeling the Internet.
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43.1 Simulation Model

Packet Processing Model at Nodes

Each node maintains limited buffers for each outgoing link. When a packet anives at its destination node,

the packet is removed from the network. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded by the current node to the

buffer of an outgoing link, which is connected to a node according to a minimum hop routing algorithm.

Each outgoing link delivers C packets per unit time to the next nodes based on first-in-first-out and drop-

tail queuing principles. In addition, we do not employ dynamic routing; instead, each packet traverses

the shortest path, which is calculated a priori. When multiple shortest paths to the destination are found,

the next node is determined by the packet's source node. We apply this static routing strategy because,

according to [58], traffic fluctuations caused by TCP-like flow control appear on short timescales, such as

those of the order of round trip times (RITs).

Flow Control between End Hosts

In the simulations, the source and destination nodes are randomly selected, a pre-specified number of

sessions are created between them, and each session arrives at a node pair according to the Poisson process.

Each session always has data to send during the simulations; that is, once a session is generated, data is

continually sent to destination nodes until the simulation ends. Of course, this model is unrealistic as only

one session exists between each node pair. However, it is sufficient to capture the average behavior of TCP

traffic.

In the model, source nodes control the number of DATA packets based on slow-start and conges-

tion avoidance algorithms, which are basic flow-control functions of TCP. If the congestion window size

(cwnd) is smaller than the slow-start threshold (cwnd < ssthresh), then the source node uses the slow-

start algorithm. When the source node receives an acknowledgment (ACK) packet, it increases cwndby

one packet size (= smss, the segment size) and sends two new DATA packets to the destination node.

lf cwnd > ssthresh, the source node uses the congestion avoidance algorithm. In this case, when the

source node receives an ACK packet, it increases cwndby llcwnd and sends an adequate number of
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DATA packets to the destination node. In our model, cwnd does not exceed a predetermined maximum

size. If the source node does not receive an ACK packet within the retransmission timeout (RTO) period,

it recognizes that serious congestion has occurred, and resends the lost DATA packet while reducingcwnd

by szss. The RTO period is defined according to the estimated RTT, and is doubled for every timeout.

In addition, we use the fast retransmit and fast recovery algorithms outlined by RFC 2581 [59]. The

source node utilizes the fast retransmit algorithm when it detects packet loss and light congestion through

the arrival of three duplicate ACKs. When the source node receives the third ACK, it halves cwmd and

resends the lost DATA packet. After retransmission, the source node then increases cwmd based on the

fast recovery algorithm. The source node continues to increase cwmd by snss until it no longer receives

the duplicate ACKs.

Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm

ISPs appear to monitor traffic conditions and offset any bandwidth shortages. Here, we assume that the

current bandwidth distributions of ISP topologies are the result of accumulated periodic enhancements.

Therefore, we allocate bandwidths according to the following algorithm.

Initial condition: Set the default bandwidth of all links to Co.

Bandwidth increase: At each time step t = 1,2,. . . in the simulation, find the bottleneck link with the

largest packet drop rate and add Cilt) (the bottleneck link bandwidth on the fth step) to the bottleneck link

bandwidth; thus, C6(r+ l) = 2Cn(t). Furthermore, the buffer size of the bottleneck link is doubled, and the

next step of the simulation is performed with the updated bandwidth distribution. If another bottleneck

link is found, increase the bandwidth of the new bottleneck, and continue iteratively. Note that the total

bandwidth increases with l.

By repeatedly adding extra bandwidth, we generate a bandwidth distribution that can accommodate

the TCP traffic.

432 Effect of TCP Ttaffic on the Bandwidth Distribution

To show the effect of TCP traffic, let us examine the simulation results of the parking lot topology shown in

F\g.4.1, which has seven source nodes (Sl, 52, . . ., 57) sending packets to a single destination node (Dst).
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e4「 .1:δ l

Number of sessions 100.000

Maximumcwnd 64 kByte
DATA packet size 1.5 kByte
ACK packet size 40 Byte
Initial bandwidth (Co) 96 Mbps
Initial bufFer size l0 MByte
Simulation time

Tabl Simulation values

The number of sessions between the nodes is seven. We set the initial bandwidth Co = 9.6 Mbps and the

initial buffer size to I MByte. As described in 4.3.I, the bandwidth and buffer size of the bottleneck link

are then doubled during each time step. All other parameter values are as in Table 4.1 . The bottleneck links

at each time step are listed in Table 4.2.These results show the potential for links to become bottlenecks,

even when they have a small number of sessions passing through them. The link connecting 57 and E

became a bottleneck at t = 3, induced by the enhancement of the link connecting E and Dstat t = 2.

Because the session from 57 to Dst has no competition, 57 sends the greatest number of packets to Dst.

As a result, the traffic increase caused by TCP makes the link between 57 and E a bottleneck. Under the

TCP model, source nodes dynamically change their sending rate to utilize the available bandwidth. As a

result, packet drops also occur at links that conduct only a small number of sessions.

The results also indicate the possibility that a new bottleneck link could have a higher drop rate than

the previous one due to dynamic flow control. For example, when t = l, the link connecting D and E

was found to be a bottleneck with a drop rate of 0.14. The bandwidth of this link was thus increased and,

because of this enhancement, the link connecting E and Dst became a bottleneck with a higher drop rate of

0.18. In the same way, the maximum drop rate can increase due to this enhancement. When the bandwidth

of a bottleneck link is improved, the source nodes of sessions passing through the bottleneck link send

more packets to their destinations. However, if a low-bandwidth link that is unable to accommodate the

increased traffic still exists on the path, a new bottleneck appears and the link starts to drop packets. Thus,

the maximum drop rate increases.
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Figure 4.1: The Parking lot topology

433 Validation of the Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm with an ISP Topology

We evaluate the IIJ (lnternet Initiative Japan) [67] topologies to confirm that our bandrvidth allocation

reproduces the characteristics of the observed bandrvidth distribution. Reference [63] investigated the

node processing capacities of a commercial ISP netlvork in Japan. The author used disclosed information

of the link bandrvidth in IIJ. In the paper, the node processing capacity is defined as the sum of bandwidth

of links connected to a node. We observe that the node processing capacity distribution obeys the power-

law; its exponent is nearly -2.6. This result is interesting in that the power-law relationship again appears

in the node processing capacity. However, one question arises-does the link bandrvidth distribution

follorv a power-lalv? To answer this, rve evaluate the bandwidth distribution of the IIJ topology [51].

Figure 4.2 shows the bandrvidth distributions under IIJ. The x-axis represents the bandwidth and the y-

axis represents the rank of that link. This shorvs that the exponent of the bandwidth distributions (for the

40 highest rankings) is nearly -1.

Figure 4.3 shows the bandwidth distributions obtained through these simulations. Here, the y-axis rep-

resents the link bandlvidth and the x-axis represents the rank in descending order. We use the parameters
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Table 4.2:Bottlenec ng lot topology

summarized in Table 4.1 for the simulations. The IIJ topology has 23 nodes and 29 bidirectional links.

Note that the number of sessions in this case is 506 because of the upper bound on the number of node

pairs. From this figure, we see that our bandwidth allocation algorithm reproduces a similar distribution

in that it has a power-law decay with an exponent of around - I . This result shows the validity of our

bandwidth allocation al eorithm.

4.4 Effects of Bandwidth Allocation Considering TCP Thaffic Dynamics in

Large-scale Topologies

4.4.1 Evaluation of Bandwidth Distribution and Network Performance

The IIJ topology is one of many ISP topologies, and it is very small in scale. It is uncertain whether other

large-scale ISP topologies have the same characteristics as the IIJ topology, and so it is not clear that the

above results are applicable to ISP topologies in general. Therefore, we evaluate the bandwidth distribu-

tions of other large-scale ISP topologies. If not otherwise specified, we use the parameters summarized in

Table 4.1 for these simulations.
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′ Bottleneck Drop Rate

1 D-E o.l4
2 E―Dst 0.18

3 S7-E 0.21

4 C-D 0.13

5 E―Dst 0.19

6 B-C 0.22

7 D-E 0.18

8 S6-D o.2r
9 A-B 0.11

10 E―Dst 0.018
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Figure 4.2: Observed bandwidth distribution of the IIJ topology: The slope of the line is - I

We simulate several ISP topologies and measure their performance using Rockerfuel [32]. BA topolo-

gies are then generated by the BA model such that the number of nodes and links are the same as in the

corresponding ISP topologies. In [21] and [57], it rvas shorvn that the BA model is insufficient for model-

ing ISP topologies. Horvever, BA topologies are still utilized in the current paper, because one of our main

purposes is to clarify the fundamental structure that characterizes bandlvidth distributions in ISP topolo-

gies. Rocketfuel is a topology measurement tool based on traceroute. Note that actual ISP networks

may have some routers that are invisible to traceroute. We believe that such routers are used for backup

purposes, because they are placed on paths that are inactive for Internet users. Hence, Rocketfuel may

not cover the entirety of the ISP topologies. Horvever, even rvhen Rocketfuel misses some of the routers,

adequate investigation of traffic dynamics can be achieved because the active paths between routers have

been included.

First of all, we compare the AT&T topology with a corresponding BA topology to identify the fun-

damental structure that characterizes the bandrvidth distribution of large-scale ISP topologies. These tlvo

netrvorks have 523 nodes and l,304 bidirectional links. We then confirm and discuss the characteristics

of the AT&T topology by comparing these rvith the results for other ISP topologies.

Figure 4.4 shorvs the bandwidth distributions of the tlvo topologies at r = 500 and / = 1,500. Both
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Figure 4.3: Bandrvidth distributions of the IIJ topology: The slope of the dashed line is -l

topologies are shorvn to have a power-law bandrvidth distribution. In particular, as r increases, links lvith

high bandwidth appear, and the bandrvidth distribution of the AT&T topology approximates a power-larv

distribution with an exponent of around - l. The porver-larv characteristic of the distribution in the AT&T

topology is more apparent than that of the IIJ topology. We regard this difference is caused by the size of

each topology. Unlike the IIJ topology, the AT&T topology has many nodes and requires a large number

of enhancements in order to accommodate a large amount of traffic between end hosts. Because of a

large number of enhancements, the bandwidth distribution of the AT&T topology shows the power-larv

characteristic more clearly. In addition, the exponent of the BA topology is about -0.6. Because the two

networks have the same number of nodes and links, the difference between the bandwidth distributions is

considered to be induced by their different topological structures.

Figure 4.5 shorvs the correlation between the bandlvidth and the betlveenness centrality rank of each

topology. The x-axis represents the number of passing sessions of each link and the y-axis represents the

link's bandlvidth. From Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, \.ve can see that the AT&T topology has a greater number of

high-bandwidth links than the BA topology. One reason for this difference is the large number of sessions

traversing core links in the AT&T topology. Specifically, additional bandwidth tends to be allocated to

core links in order to cope rvith a large number of packets, and so frequently congested links are iteratively
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enhanced. Indeed, the AI&T topology has a smaller number of enhanced links than the BA topology-on

completion of the l,500th step, 827 links are enhanced in the AI&T topology compared to 1,060 in the

BA topology.

The number of passing sessions for a link is approximately proportional to its betweenness centrality

when source and destination node pairs are randomly selected. From this point of view, a bandwidth

allocation method based on the betweenness centrality of links seems appropriate for accommodating

TCP traffic. When dynamic flow control is considered, however, centrality-based allocation may not be

suitable for these topologies. Figure 4.5 shows that high bandwidth is also allocated in both topologies for

links with a small number of passing sessions. As described in Section 4.3.2,the flow control functionality

of TCP causes packet loss at links that conduct only a small number of sessions. These results indicate

that bandwidth allocation based on the number of passing sessions may be inappropriate when TCP flow

control is considered.

In addition, even though additional bandwidth is allocated to a given link, the maximum drop rate may

increase because of the dynamic flow control. Figure 4.6 shows the transition of the maximum drop rate.

The x-axis represents time r and the y-axis represents the maximum drop rate at each step. As / increases,

the maximum drop rate does not always decrease, in spite of the bandwidth growth. Even if the overall

trend is decreasing, the drop rate intermittently increases. This also occurs because of the dynamic flow

control of TCP (see Section 4.3 .2).

4.42 Effect of Topological Structure on Performance

In this subsection, we discuss the network performance induced by the topological structure. Figure 4.7(a)

shows the network throughput (y-axis) at each time step (x-axis) for the AT&T and BA topologies. We

define the network throughput as the total number of DATA packets received by a destination node. For a

small number of enhancements, the throughput increases to a greater extent in the AI&T topology than in

the BA topology.

However, the AT&T topology increase comes at a higher cost. Figure 4.7(b) shows the correlation

between the throughput (y-axis) and the total amount of bandwidth (.r-axis). In the simulation, the initial

total bandwidth is about 250 Gbps; that is, 1,304 (links) x 2 (directions) x 96 (Mbps). Increases in
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throughput for the BA topology are sharper than those for the AT&T topology for the same increase in

total bandwidth. Therefore, the BA topology requires a lower cost to achieve a high throughput.

This result is attributed to the difference between the topological structures of the networks. We

previously compared the structural differences of the AI&T topology and the BA topology [34]. Our

results indicated that the design principles used in networks greatly affect the modularity structure of the

ISP topology: the design principles determine the node functionality, which in turn determines the node

connectivity. To confirm that result,let us now divide each network into multiple modules and examine the

node connectivity. Observe from the schematic in Fig. 4.8(b) that the BA topology has many connector

hub nodes that connect modules through a number of inter-module links. Conversely, the AI&T topology

has numerous provincial hub nodes that connect the nodes within each module (Fig. 4.8(a)). The AT&T

topology thus has a highly modular structure, with a dense concentration of node connections within a

module and a sparsity of node connections between modules. We have observed that other ISP topologies

have similar, highly modular structures (in Chapter 2).

Packets forwarded between different modules in the AI&T topology pass through a number of inter-

module links. If link bandwidths are uniformly allocated, these inter-module links tend to be congested

and packet drop occurs. In fact, inter-module packets that traverse certain inter-module links rarely reach

their destination nodes. Source nodes of inter-module sessions send packets with low frequency, and so

the throughput of these sessions is low. In contrast, intra-module sessions have high throughput because

packets forwarded between two nodes in the same module arrive at their destinations easily. Hence, the

throughput of the AI&T topology is higher than that of the BA topology in the initial state. As / increases,

however, the inter-module links in the AI&T topology are iteratively allocated additional bandwidth.

Owing to this enhancement, inter-module packets reach their destinations more easily, and the source

nodes of inter-module sessions send a greater number of packets. Consequently, the source nodes of

intra-module sessions have to reduce their sending rate because of the increased competition, resulting in

a decrease in their throughput. Because the growth in throughput of inter-module sessions is relatively

moderate, the total throughput increases only slightly.

Conversely, throughput increases substantially in the BA topology, and surpasses that in the AT&T

topology when the total bandwidth reaches about 300 Gbps. The BA topology has many connector hub

nodes that ensure that modules are onlv connected over short distances. When an inter-module link of a
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connector hub node is allocated additional bandwidth, the many sessions passing through the node also

attain higher throughput. In addition, the BA topology has numerous inter-module links. By adding any

unused extra bandwidth to these inter-module links, the total throughput is increased.

4.43 Relations between Bandwidth Distribution and ISP Topological Structure

We next conduct simulations using other ISP topologies. Here, we use the Sprint (owned by Sprint Nextel

Corporation) and Telstra Corporation Limited topologies. The Sprint topology has 467 nodes and 1,280

bidirectional links, and the Telstra topology has296 nodes and 594 bidirectional links. Simulation param-

eter values are as in Table 4.1, except that the number of sessions is 87, 320 because of the upper bound

on the number of node pairs. Figure 4.9 shows the bandwidth distributions of the two ISP topologies.

These also have power-law degree distributions, although the exponents of the bandwidth distributions for

all three ISP topologies differ from one another. This result indicates that bandwidth allocation through

consideration of TCP traffic dynamics may lead to powerJaw distributions, but the exponents of the dis-

tributions vary depending on the topological structure.

4.5 Modeling Bandwidth Distribution with Consideration of TCP Thaffic

Dvnamics

In the previous section, we determined the bandwidth distributions accommodating TCP traffic dynamics

using simulations with a large number of iterations. However, considerable time was needed to perform

each simulation. In this section, we propose a model for generating bandwidth distributions with similar

properties to those obtained through simulations.

The basic concept of this model is to add a weight to each link, and then repeatedly enhance the

bandwidth of the bottleneck link. The initial weight of each link is defined as the number of passing

sessions, and the link with the largest weight is regarded as the bottleneck. When a link gains additional

bandwidth, its weight is reduced and the surplus is distributed to its peripheral links. To account for the
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effects of TCP flow control, the surplus weight is divided between links with larger hop counts to the

connector node than those at the ends of the enhanced link. Explicitly, the weight is distributed between

the links close to edge nodes. If a link located near other modules is enhanced, the end hosts at edge nodes

in the module send more traffic, because sessions between intra-module links rarely compete.

4.5.1 Modeling Bandwidth Allocation and Bvaluation

We allocate bandwidth according to the following process.

Initinl condition:

o Uniformly set the default bandwidth of all links to C6. Set the default weight of each link, which is

defined as the number of sessions that pass through the link in both directions.

o Set the hierarchical level of each node, which is determined by the hop count to the nearest connector

node with inter-module links. The level of a connector node is 0. The levels of other nodes then

increase with increasing distance from the nearest connector node.

Bandwidth addition:

l. Add extra bandwidth to the bottleneck link with the largest weight. We denote the weight of the

bottleneck link at the fth step as wb|),and the end nodes of the bottleneck link as i and j . To enhance

the bottleneck link, double its bandwidth (i.e., CrU + D = 2CIQD, and then reduce the weight of

the link by aw6(t) (i.e.,w6Q + 1) = (l - a)wilt)).

Uniformly distribute awilt) between the links connecting node i and its neighbors, except for the

links that connect to nodes above level i. The neighboring links of j are selected in the same manner

as for l. We denote the set of target links as 51. Thus, all target links in 51 gain the additional

weight a(I - a)wilt) I n1 , where ru1 is the number of links contained in S 1 .

Distribute weight to the neighbors of each link /" e S 1 , except for links with greater bandwidth than

Cn(t + 1) and those connecting to nodes with the same or a higher level than both ends of /". We

denote the set of target links as 52. Apart from links already included in ,S 1, each link contained in

52 gains the additional weight a2wilt)l@r . n2),where n2is the total number of links in 52. Note

that n2 varies with /".

2.

3.
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4. Repeat the above steps / times.

A schematic of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 4.10. By performing a number of iterations, we

obtain a similar bandwidth distribution to the simulation results for the AT&T topology. Here, as in Section

4.4.2,we divide the topology into several modules by Newman's method t151. A bandwidth distribution

generated by our model is shown in Fig. 4.11. This distribution is highly similar to that resulting from

the simulation. In particular, the exponent of this distribution is approximately -1. To construct this

distribution, we first set up 100,000 sessions between randomly chosen node pairs, following Section

4.3.1. Then, with o set to 0.5, we perform iterations while the total bandwidth is less than 1.25 Tbps.

To establish that our model produces a bandwidth distribution with similar properties to that generated

through the simulations, we compare their throughput distributions. Figure 4.12 shows the throughput of

three types of bandwidth distributions. The simulated and modeled distributions are created by repeating

bandwidth addition while the total bandwidth is less than 1.25 Tbps. We also evaluate the bandwidth

distribution constructed through allocation based on the number of flows traversing each link (termed the

"flow-proportional" allocation). The flow-based bandwidth distribution is, of course, unrealistic, but we

utilize it for comparative purposes. The flow-proportional bandwidth of link / is defined as:

助=孔×C, (4.1)

where C, = l-25 Tbps is the total bandwidth and fi is the number of flows that pass through /. The

flow-based distribution is simulated using the parameter values in Table 4.1. Each session inFig. 4.12

is classified based on the hop count between its source and destination nodes. The trends in throughput

distributions obtained by the modeled bandwidth distribution are somewhat comparable to those of the

distributions obtained through the simulations with TCP traffic, especially in the 2--7 hop range. We have

also verified that our model produces comparable results for the Sprint and the Telstra topologies (not

shown). Hence, our proposed model can explain the effects of complex TCP traffic dynamics on link

bandwidths.
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45.2 Modeling Bandwidth Distribution with a Simple Allocation Approach

In the previous subsection, we showed that our bandwidth allocation model produces similar properties to

those generated through simulations. However, these results raise an obvious question: What is the differ-

ence when bandwidth is allocated according to the number of passing sessions for each link? To answer

this, we evaluate a simple bandwidth allocation. That is, we find the bottleneck link with the minimum

flow rate based on the assumption that bandwidth is shared evenly among all sessions using that link. As

is the case in other simulations, we double the bandwidth of the bottleneck link. By repeatedly finding and

enhancing the bottleneck link in the AT&T topology, we obtain the bandwidth distribution shown in Fig.

4.13 (denoted as "fair-share based"). The number of iterations is 1,500. Unlike the model in the previous

subsection, bandwidth allocation based on the flow rate of each link does not produce the characteristics

obtained through simulations, as the links with high bandwidth do not appear in the bandwidth distribution

generated by the simple bandwidth allocation. That is, the simple allocation scheme based only on the

flow rate of each link is inadequate.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we evaluated the bandwidth distributions obtained by periodic bandwidth enhancements

to accommodate TCP traffic in ISP topologies. As a consequence of periodic bandwidth enhancement,

we revealed that the bandwidth distributions of these topologies follow a power-law whose exponent

varies according to the topology. A comparison of simulation results for the AT&T topology and the BA

topology showed that the highly modular structure of the AI&T topology characterizes its bandwidth dis-

tribution. The AT&T topology has a greater number of high-bandwidth links due to its highly congested

inter-module links. Our results indicate the possibility that a power-law characteristic is induced in the

bandwidth distribution of ISP topologies by the periodic bandwidth enhancement to accommodate dy-

namic TCP traffic. Hence, we have proposed a bandwidth allocation model that accounts for TCP traffic

dynamics. By considering the impact of a given link's bandwidth enhancement on its peripheral links,

our model generated a bandwidth distribution with similar properties to the distribution obtained by TCP

traffic simulations.
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In future work, we will explore a network design method that includes the interaction between TCP

flow control and the structural properties of topologies.
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Chapter 5

Design of Interconnected Networks

between ISP Topologies

5.1 Introduction

The Internet is composed by connected a large number of autonomous systems (ASs), such as ISPs.

Nowadays, Internet traffic volume keeps increasing. According to Cisco VNI forecast [ ] , the total volume

of global IP traffic is expected to grow from a volume of 3l Exabytes per month in2Oll to a volume of

I l0 Exabytes per month in20I6. The authors of Ref. [70] predicted that total Internet inter-domain traffic

in the mid of 2Ol2 at around l20Tbps, using findings from [41] and traffic growth forecast in Ref. [71].

ISPs should consider how to accommodate extemal traffic from neighboring ISPs. In the past, ISPs have

constructed peering and transit connections with other ISPs at their own policies in order to increase their

profit. However, communication efficiency obtained by the discretion of each ISP does not lead to globally

optimized efficiency. Therefore, interconnection topology between ISPs is important to design networks.

In previous studies, profit distribution mechanism between ISPs is proposed to obtain a better engi-

neered Internet from global perspective [72]. However, this mechanism includes global optimal routing

strategies on the assumption that traffic and topology information gathered in router-level topologies and

AS level topologies are applicable. Furthermore, even if all required information is available, compu-

tational complexity increases in large-scale network. Unlike this study, we discuss about how to design
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interconnection topology between ISPs with graph+heoretical approach.

Recently, the concept of "networks of networks" formed by subnetworks have been concerned Il-
13]. We call a network constructed by some subnetworks "interconnected network" and call a topology

composed by some links connecting between subnetworks "interconnection topology." The authors intro-

duced "inter-similarity" as a property measure of interconnected networks. Inter-similarity is defined by

the two coefficients, inter degree-degree coefficient (IDDC) and inter clustering coefficient (ICC). They

claimed that interconnected networks with high inter-similarity, where both IDDC and ICC value are high,

are robust against cascade failure. In these studies, it is assumed that all nodes in each subnetwork have

only one link to a certain node in the other subnetwork. By contrast, the authors of Ref. [13] evaluated the

relationships between robustness and the fraction of links connecting between subnetworks. Starting from

two isolated networks, adding a few connecting links suppresses the largest cascades in each subnetwork.

However, too many connecting links cause large cascades. They also demonstrated that asymmetric node

capacity among institutive subnetworks may lead to an arms race for greater capacity of nodes. These

studies indicate that interconnectivity affects robustness of interconnected networks.

However, these studies are insufficient from the point of view of network performance such as to-

tal amount of bandwidth required to accommodating traffic. In addition, it is expected that topological

structure of interacting subnetworks must have some effect on performance of interconnected network.

We therefore focus on relationships between topological structures of interconnection topology formed by

subnetworks. Ref. [6] categorized structures of tree-based topologies into five classes. They pointed out

the multiscale structure, where subnetworks are connected by links of various distance and link density

changes depending on the hierarchy level, suppresses load of node and possess high robustness against

node failure. In the track of this, we investigate performance of interconnection topologies having each

structure. Comparing the total amount of bandwidth to accommodate traffic in the network, we show

that interconnection topologies constructed in order to have the multiscale structure requires the least cost

regardless of structures of subnetworks. We then demonstrate heterogeneous degree distribution of ISP

topologies affects interconnection topology. Nevertheless, interconnection topology having the multiscale

structure suppresses the sum of bandwidth. These results show possibility of a solution of the Internet

design.

This chapter is organized as follows. We introduce related work in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we
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explain the construction methods of interconnection topologies. And then, we performance of intercon-

nected network constructed by each class of subnetworks and ISP topologies in 54. Finally, in Section

5.5, we conclude this chapter and mention future work.

5.2 Related \ilork

52.1 Robustness against Cascade Failure of Interconnected Networks

Robustness of interconnected networks has been concerned in Refs. U 1-13]. Interconnected networks, as

it called "networks of networks," is formed by institutive small-scale subnetworks. They pointed out that

interconnected networks having high "inter-similarity" are robust against cascade failure. They introduced

two measures to assess the level of inter-similarity. One is inter degree-degree coefficient (IDDC) and the

other is inter clustering coefficient (ICC). IDDC is measured by the joint probability ei* that a link is

connected to a node in subnetwork A with degree j and to a node in subnetwork B with degree ft. IDDC

displays high value when high degree nodes from network A tend to couple with high degree nodes from

network B and vice versa. ICC evaluates for a pairs of interconnected nodes a in a subnetwork ,4 and b

in the other subnetwork B how many the neighbors ofa connectto the neighbors ofb and vice versa. For

increasing values of ICC more of the neighbors of a connect to the neighbors of D. They claimed that

interconnected networks having both high IDDC and high ICC shows high robustness against cascade

failure.

In Ref. llI,l2l assumed that all nodes in subnetwork A connect to nodes belonging to the other sub-

network B. Unlike these studies, the correlation between robustness and fraction of connecting links is

investigated [13]. Starting from two isolated networks, adding some interconnecting links suppresses the

largest cascades in each subnetwork. However, too many connecting links cause large cascades. They

also demonstrated that asymmetric capacity among interacting subnetworks may lead to an arms race for

greater capacity. In these studies, cascade failure is mainly focused to evaluate properties of intercon-

nected networks. It seems insufficient from the view point of performance of communication network.

We therefore investigate network performance of interconnected networks, such as the total amount of

bandwidth in order to accommodate traffic demand.
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5.2.2 Robustness of the Multiscale Structure

Dodds et. al. proposed a network construction algorithm that constructs five classes of networks [16].

The algorithm starts from a tree topology with branching ratio b and hierarchical level L and adds m

links chosen stochastically. The probability P(i, j) that two nodes i and j will be connected depends on

the depth Dii of their lowest common ancestor aii and also their own depths di and d1(inFr5. 5.1, for

example, Dij : 2, dr = 2, and di = 3). The probability P(i, i) is defined as follows,

P(J,D ∝ ι
~D″

/えι―対ノζ, (5。 1)

whereえ and ζ are tunable parameters.助′represents organizational distance betwecn two nodes″ andノ tO

be為ノ=(イ十イー2)1/2(vJid fOr 4+釣 ≧2).By changing the values ofえ and ζ,thiS algorithm generates
various topological structures.The authors categorized resulted netl〃 orks into the foHoⅥ /ing nve classcs.

o Random(R):For(え ,ζ)→ (∞ ,∞),links are added unifollllly at random.

●Random interdi宙 sional(RID):For(え ,ζ)―→(∞,0),links are added exclusively between pairs of

nodes that share the same ancestorin high level.

o Local Team(LT):(え ,ζ)→ (∞ ,0),links are a1located exclus市 ely between pairs of nodes that hⅣ e

short organizational distance,regardless of their rank.The resulting topo10gy has teams fornl at aH

levels of the hierarchy.

o Core― periphery(CP):(え ,ζ)―)(0,0),linkS are added exclusively between subordinates of the node

in top level.The resulting topology has densc― connected core network.

o Multiscale(MS):The values of(え ,ζ)have intermediate valucs in the inside among other four

classes.The resulting topology has connectivity dominated by the range fronl a smaH χ″to a large

χjノ・In multiscale net、 vorks,link density decreases as the hierarchical level decreases,such that the

high level nodes exhibitthc high density.The rnultiscale structure has smaH― world property.

The authors evaluated two types of robustness.One is congestion robustness and the otheris connec―

ti宙 ty robustness.Congestion Юbustnessis measured by the maximum pЮ babiHty that any g市 en message
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tQ

Figure 5.1: Illustrative example of the network construction algorithm

will be processed by a given node. Connectivity robustness defined by the fractional size of the largest

connected component remaining after the removal of some number of nodes. In this study, the multiscale

structure has high trvo types of robustness. The authors called this property "ultrarobustness."

53 Network Connecting Model

We propose a model connecting two subnetlvorks inspired by the algorithm introduced in Ref. [6]. For

simplify, we connect two subnetworks having exactly the same topology and links connecting betlveen tlvo

topologies are selected stochastically. Of course, this situation is quite unlikely to occur in real information

netlvorks. However, we use this model to clarify stochastic property of interconnection topology between

two subnetworks.

Before connecting two subnetworks, we prepare subnetwork A and subnetwork A' having the same

topology. Then, we calculate connection probability P(i,"t) of all node pairs (i,7) in one subnetwork A.

After calculating connection probability, we connect tlvo nodes belonging to different subnetworks. We

start rvith selecting connected node pair i and j according to P(i,j). We then connect between node i and

node 7' in subnetwork A'. Node j' is the corresponding node of j. We repeat adding links between trvo
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subnetworks rfl times.

Our inodel is based on the assumption that hierarchical lcvel of nodes is prelinlinarily deflned. The

probabiHty is calculated by using Eq.5.l in the same way in Ref.[16].HoweVer,wc arrange this cal―

culation method for use of connecting bet、 veen t、vo subnetlvorks. Onc of the extensions is for use in

non―trec― based topology such as the Abilcne― inspired topology[21](in Fig. 5.2). Thc Abilene― inspired

topology is based on Abilene Netl〃 ork used for higher education. As sho、 vn this flgure,The Abilene―

inspired topology has meshed cores and trec― like structure hanging down from the nodes in core. The

algorithm in Ref.[16]does nOt COnsider existence of ho五 zontal links connecting nodes in the same level.

We therefore extend the algorithm to calculate probability in subnetl〃 ork、vhere ho五 zontal links exist.We

redenne Organizational distancc χ″by using three values 4,の,and物・In Our model,4 iS denned as

the numbers of upstream links in the shortest path fronl source node′ to destination nodeプ .In the same

Way,均 k the number of downstream Hnks and勾 施 the number of hoHzontJ Hnks(ShOIVn h Rg.5.3

as an example,4=1,の =1,and衡 =1)・ The redenned organizational distance of nodes J andブ is

χ″=(イ +イ +4)1/2(vJd fOr 4+の +勾 ≧0)・ Another extendonヽ 地no五ng nOdes h the Юwest hvd
of a subnetwork.It seemed that nodes on the edge of ISP topologies concentrate to aggregate tramc from

customers and do not forward tramc from extemai networks[21].From this point of宙 elv,we consider

nodes in the lolvestlevel L as end hosts and does not have connection to the other subnet、 vork.The other

extension is calculation in the case when node,and」 i are located in the same placc,i.e.,′  = プ。 When

tヽvo subnet、 vorks are connected,the pair of node J and node J′ in the subnetworkス ′
has possibility to be

connected each other like Fig. 5.4. For this reason,、 ve include the case J= 」i in probability calculation

process.In that case,organizational distance χ″equals O and D″ is deflned by level of the node J(shoWn

in Fig.54 for example,Dゥ =2).

By tuning parameters ) and (, we generate five classes of interconnection topology between two

subnetworks. In this chapter, we use the same definition of five classes in the same way in Ref. [16].
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Figure 5.2: The Abilene-inspired topology
the number of links is 877 .

referenced from Ref. [21]. The number of nodes is 869 and

5.4 Performance Evaluation of Interconnection Topology

In the previous section, we explain about how to connect between t\,vo the same subnetworks. In this

subsection, we investigate network performance of interconnection topology having each structure.

5.4.1 Evaluation of Interconnected Networks Formed by Subnetworks Having Five Classes

of Structure

First, we compare when subnetlvorks have five classes of structure. We generate five classes of structures

startingwithbranchingratiob=9andhierarchical level L=4.Andthen,weaddm=50 linksaccording

to the algorithm in Ref. [61. The number of nodes is 820 and the number of links is 869. We also

evaluated subnetlvorks generated by other rn values, from m = 5 to m = 200. Holvever, the results denote

the same tendency of the following results. Resulting structures in this way have the similar number of

nodes and links to the Abilene-inspired topology. We set values of Q,1) into five patterns; (), O = (-, -)
(random, R), (2, O = (oo,0.05) (local team, LT), (2,4; = (0.05, oo) (random interdivisional, RID), (), O =

(0.05,0.05) (core-periphery, CP), and (2,4; = (0.5,0.5) (multiscale, MS).

After generating five classes of subnetworks, lve connect between subnetworks according to probabil-

ity calculated by the algorithm in Section 5.3. We use the same values of (^,O to generate five classes
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Subnetwork A Subnetwork A'

Figure 5.3: Construction of interconnected network fundamental form

Subnetwork A Subnetwork A'

Figure 54: Construction of interconnected network when two nodes are located on the same point

of interconnection topologies. In the term of performance evaluation, we assign traffic flows between all

pairs of end hosts in the lowest level (L = 4). The number of end hosts is 729 x 2 = 1 , 458. To simplify,

values of traffic demand are the same (demand equals l). We evaluate network performance with the

maximum load and the total amount of link bandwidth required to accommodate all flows. The maximum

load is defined by the maximum fraction of passing flows to the number of total flows. Bandwidth of the

link is defined as the number of passing flows of the link. In this evaluation, flows go through the shortest

path to their destinations. Like realistic flow between ISP topologies, we use hot-potato routing, i.e., flows

from end hosts in subnetwork A to end hosts in subnetwork A' select the path that minimizes the distance

through subnetwork A in the shortest paths to their destinations.
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TheFigures 5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8,and5.9showtheresultsof performanceevaluationof interconnection

topology between five classes of subnetworks. All plotted points represent average value of the results

obtained by l0 times simulations. The ,r-axis in these figures represents the number of connecting links

between two subnetworks. In each figure (a), the y-axis shows the maximum load of node in the intercon-

nected network and y-axis represents the total amount of bandwidth in each figure (b). In these figures,

the structure of interconnection topologies is compared.

The common characteristics of these results, the total amount of bandwidth shows the lowest value

when interconnection topology has the multiscale structure. In the multiscale structure, the connect-

ing links between two subnetworks cover a wide range of hierarchy and organizational distance. These

features shorten average path length of the connected networks and contribute to suppress the total band-

width. As proof of this inference, the maximum load rises when interconnection topology has the mul-

tiscale structure as shown in each figure (a). This is because flows concentrate on the node contributing

to shorten path length in top level. The results of interconnection topology having the core-periphery

structure exhibit the similar tendency.

Another point to note is the total amount of bandwidth of the core-periphery structure is lower than

the multiscale structure when the number of connecting links is low. These results indicate that it is im-

portant to connect between nodes in higher level when the number of links between two subnetworks is

small. However, as the number of connecting links increases, the total amount of bandwidth of the mul-

tiscale structure falls below that of the core-periphery structure. In addition, the core-periphery structure

requires the links having high-bandwidth compared to the multiscale structure. Figure 5.10 shows the

bandwidth distributions of the core-periphery structure and the multiscale structure. In this figure, the

y-axis represents the link bandwidth and the x-axis represents the rank in descending order. This figure

indicates that the core-periphery structure needs high-bandwidth links because a large amount of the link

connecting between two subnetworks. From the view point of technological constraint, it is so hard to

construct the core-periphery structure due to high-bandwidth links. We conclude that connecting only

between the nodes in high level is not expected to performance improvement as the number of connecting

link increases.
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We finally mention about effects of differences in structure of subnetworks. The maximum load dis-

plays low value when subnetworks have the multiscale or the core-periphery structure. There is consis-

tency with Ref. [16], where two classes of structure show high congestion robustness, i.e., the maximum

load keeps lower than that of other classes.

5.42 Evaluation of Interconnected Networks Formed by ISP Topologies

We also evaluate performance of interconnection topologies when two the Abilene-inspired topologies are

connected. The Abilene-inspired topology has hierarchical structure with Z = 4 and random mesh struc-

ture in top level as shown in Fig. 5.2. Having core network is the difference from topologies generated by

method in Ref. [16]. We connect between the two Abilene-inspired topologies according to our algorithm.

We then assign traffic flows between all pairs of end hosts. The number of end hosts is 698 x2 = 1,396.

Figure 5.11 shows the results of interconnection topology constructed by two the Abilene-inspired topolo-

gies. Horizontal axis and vertical axis represent in the same manner as Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.11 shows the

similar characteristics to the results of structures generated by the model in Ref. [6].
However, there is one of the notable points of these results that the maximum load shows lowest

value when interconnection topology has the core-periphery structure. There is the other notable point

that core-periphery structure approaches the performance of the multiscale structure even if the number

of connecting links is large. The reason comes from heterogeneous degree distribution of the Abilene-

inspired topology. Degree distribution of the Abilene-inspired topology follows a power law [21]. That is,

the nodes having large degree, so-called "hub nodesj' exist in the Abilene-inspired topology. By contrast,

most nodes of model-based subnetworks have the same degree at the initial state. So, resulting degree

distributions of generated topologies do not vary widely. In the Abilene-inspired topology, hub nodes

contribute to shorten average path length in the network. However, if hub nodes earn connecting links,

they bear a burden, i.e., heavy traffic. In the Abilene-inspired topology, hub nodes tend to be located in

L- 1 level because hub nodes play the role of aggregating traffic from end hosts in the lowest level Z. If the
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Abilene-inspired topologies are connected in order to have the core-periphery structure, hub nodes do not

have connecting links. Therefore, the maximum load is suppressed. In addition, core network constructed

by nodes in top level also contribute to suppress the load. Because flows passing through top level nodes

are distributed in core network, load of top level nodes is absorbed.

The results of interconnected the Abilene-inspired topologies indicate that performance of intercon-

nected networks is affected by not only structures of subnetworks but also degree distributions of sub-

networks. Nevertheless, the multiscale structure suppresses the total amount of bandwidth in spite of the

heterogeneous degree distribution.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed about performance of interconnection topology between ISP topologies

towards establishment of network design methods. The Internet is composed by a large number of ISPs.

Traffic coming from neighboring ISPs is considerable for each ISP. We focused on network performance
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5.5 Conclusion

of interconnected networks constructed by institutive subnetworks. By reference to Ref. [16], we construct

five classes of interconnection topology between two subnetworks. We compared network performance

of five classes of interconnection topologies. The results show that interconnection topology having the

multiscale structure suppresses the total amount of bandwidth. We also investigated the case when the two

Abilene-inspired topologies are connected. Because of heterogeneous degree distribution of the Abilene-

inspired topology, the results are different from those of model-based topologies in point of the maximum

load of nodes. Nevertheless, the multiscale structure suppresses the total amount of bandwidth. Our work

sheds the light on the problem of designing interconnection topology between ISP topologies.

In the future work, we evaluate network performance with consideration of traffic dynamics. And

then, we investigate performance of connected network composed by more than three topologies.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the discussion in each of the previous chapters and describe future research

works.

Chapter 1 mentioned research background and overview of our studies. Development of new network-

ing applications contributes to an increase in complexity of Internet traffic behavior. Thus, understanding

the complex behavior of the Internet is important for designing cost effective networks.

In Chapter 2, we investigated the interaction between the structures of topologies and flow control

between end hosts. Comparing the simulation results of the stop-and-wait model and the TCP model,

the functionality of TCP improves network throughput in the ISP topology. On the other hand, the func-

tionality of TCP makes the queue length fluctuate. Even in this case, the highly-modularity structure of

ISP topologies reduces the number of highly fluctuating links compared with BA topologies. We also

evaluated the queue length on other topologies and confirmed that the modularity structure can reduce

the number of highly fluctuating links. Our results suggest that reproducing the modularity structure is

important when evaluating the performance of transport protocols.

Chapter 3 focused on link bandwidth in ISP topologies. First, we investigate the link bandwidth dis-

tribution of an actual ISP backbone network in Japan. Results show that link bandwidth distribution in the

actual ISP network obeys a power law. To see the reason of the power-law characteristic, we compared

network performance with three link bandwidth distributions; power-law, exponential and identical. Re-

sults show that power-law link bandwidth distributions accommodate large amount of the traffic. Results
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also show that, under the constraint of only node processing capacities, amount of the traffic that the net-

work can accommodate is over estimated. Our conclusion of this chapter is that the link bandwidth with

power-law distribution is essential to characterize the network performance and is important to evaluate

the network control method properly.

In Chapter 4, we proposed a model of bandwidth distribution in ISP topologies. We first evaluated

the bandwidth distributions obtained by periodic bandwidth enhancements to accommodate TCP traffic in

ISP topologies. As a consequence of periodic bandwidth enhancement, we revealed that the bandwidth

distributions of these topologies follow a power-law whose exponent varies according to the topology. We

confirm that periodic enhancement reproduces the similar power-law bandwidth distribution of the actual

ISP topology in Japan. A comparison of simulation results for the ISP topology and the BA topology

showed that the high-modularity structure of the ISP topology characterizes its bandwidth distribution.

The ISP topology has a greater number of high-bandwidth links due to its highly congested inter-module

links. Our results indicate the possibility that a power-law characteristic of bandwidth distributions of ISP

topologies is induced by the periodic bandwidth enhancement to accommodate dynamic TCP traffic. Then,

we proposed a bandwidth allocation model that accounts for TCP traffic dynamics. By considering the

impact of a given link's bandwidth enhancement on its tributary links, our model generated a bandwidth

distribution with the similar properties to the distribution obtained by periodic enhancement.

Chapter 5 discussed about interconnected networks between two subnetworks to design cost effective

networks. ISPs should consider how to accommodate external traffic from neighboring ISPs because

each ISP is affected by traffic from the other neighboring ISPs. We investigate network performance of

interconnection topology for the purpose of designing interconnected networks formed by ISP topologies.

Comparing the total amount of bandwidth to accommodate traffic, we showed that the multiscale structure

reduces the sum of bandwidth regardless of the difference in structures of subnetworks and the difference

in degree distribution of subnetworks.

In this thesis, we first analyzed traffic dynamics in ISP topologies. In large scale topologies, bot-

tlenecks emerge at a variety of points and show various size of fluctuation because of the difference in

traffic load of each link. Analyzing traffic fluctuation of all links in large scale topologies revealed that the

high-modularity structure of ISP topologies has significant effect on traffic dynamics. This knowledge is

not obtained by investigation in small scale topologies having a single bottleneck link. Traffic dynamics
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induced by the high-modularity structure effects on network design such as bandwidth allocation. We

then discussed and modeled link bandwidth distribution including traffic dynamics in ISP topologies. The

results showed that inter-module links and their peripheral links tend to be enhanced at many times. To

avoid a large number of enhancements at inter-module links, we focused on structure of interconnection

topology formed by institutive modules (subnetworks). Traffic load distribution is affected not only by

the number of interconnecting links but also by the structure of interconnection topology between sub-

networks. We then investigated performance of interconnection topology and showed that the multiscale

structure reduces the sum of bandwidth. These results show the possibility of a solution of the Internet

design.

Finally, we discussed about design of interconnected networks as a part of cost effective network de-

sign. We conclude this thesis by summarizing several challenging tasks in future work. In Chapter 2,

we showed the high-modularity structure is one of the important characteristics of ISP topologies. From

this finding, it is expected to develop a topology generation method that reproduces the high-modularity

structure for evaluating the network control method properly. In Chapter 3 and 4, we revealed that the

power-law bandwidth distribution of the actual ISP is obtained by periodic bandwidth enhancement con-

sidering TCP traffic dynamics and proposed a model reproducing the power-law bandwidth distribution.

As for future works, a network design method that includes the interaction between TCP flow control

and the structural properties of topologies should be explored. In Chapter 5, we investigate network

performance of interconnection topology between two subnetworks. However, traffic dynamics was not

considered in the simulations unlike Chapters 2,3,and 4. We should evaluate network performance of

interconnected networks in more realistic situations. For example, we investigate performance of inter-

connected networks composed by more than three topologies, with consideration for traffic dynamics. We

believe that discussions in this thesis contribute to establish new design methods for ISP networks.
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